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I 

The European Council, at its meeting in Brussels in December 1993, asked the 
Commission to submit to it each year in December a report on progress of the trans
European infrastructure networks in the spheres of transport and energy and on the 

implementation of the operation programmes in the area of information infrastructures. 

The present report is drafted in the light of the conclusions of the 
Essen and Cannes European Councils. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TIONS• 

1. Trans-European networks are vital to jobs, competitiveness and cohesion in the 
European Union. Considerable progress has been made since Essen, but there remain 
substantial problems related to the level of priority of TENs projects in Member States and, 
especially in transport, their financing requires greater effort. 

2. For energy TEN, the Commission considers that there is. a need for Member States 
to speed up the examination of requests for authorizations. Similarly. the EIB should 
continue the examination of requests for financing for priority projects. The rapid adoption 
of the TEN energy guidelines is essential so that the Commission can implement them soon. 
The creation of the Internal Energy Market should also be a priority. 

3 As far as telecommunications TEN is concerned. speedy adoption of the proposed 
TENs Telecom Guidelines is needed. together with contirmation of the impm1ance of the IDA 
Programme as an essential component of TEN-Telecom 

4. The development of environmental network infrastructure requires approval of the 
detinition of Joint Environmental Projects (JEPs) and their selection criteria The Commission 
also supports moving fcmvard into an operational phase in which a limited number of pilot 
projects in the waste and water sector will be selected and launched Provisions should be 
considered so that JEPs could receive administrative and tinancial support analogous to that 
provided for trans-European networks. 

) For the transport TEN. the Council and European Parliament should compromise in 
order to adopt the transport network guidelines as quickly as pos~ible 

6 Progress has been slower than anticipated on parts of some priorit~ projects The 
Member States concerned need to make concerted efforts to solve the problems that are 
holding up these projects. which will require national priorities to be adapted in consequence 
Unfortunately, the national authorities concerned see no potential for substantial cost 
reductions without severely affecting the scope and viability of most of the priority projects 
Research done for the Commission shows that the socio-economic return of international 
transpo•1 infrastn1cture projects is greater than previously thought This should be taken into 
account when adopting the necessary decisions. requested by the Essen European Council. to 
"top up" the funds currently available for TENs. 

7 Although the examination of individual priority projects shows substantial scope for 
enhancing the involvement of the private sector. very few public-private partnerships (PPPs) 
are being set up ln order to help in their promotion. the Commission has set up a "One
Stop" Help Desk on the application of Community public procurement and competition rules 
in relation to PPPs It urges Member States to keep up political pressure to implement PPPs 
and. where there are legal or administrative barriers to the implementation of PPPs. to make 

Extract from the Commission's "Progress on TENS" report to the Madrid 
European Council (CSE (9)) )71) 
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any necessary changes. There is a need to develop public support mechanisms, including 
public equity, particularly for projects involving mixed sources of financing. Therefore the 
Commission supports the widening of the activities of the ElF to equity operations. 

8. Unfortunately, Member States' funding for the priority projects has not always been 
made available as anticipated, resulting in delays in progress. Clear financial shortfalls are 
revealed so far for two priority projects, for which the Member States conc<:rncd are seeking 
Community financing: 

Project 
( 1995-99) 
PBKAL 

HST East 

Belgian section 
Netherlands section 
UK section (CTRL) 

Financial shortfall 

200 MECU 
120 MECU 
240 MECU 
200 MECU 

9 The Commission urges the Member States concerned to complement the measures they 
have already taken and try to identify additional support to help meet these shortfalls. The 
current TEN budget line cannot accommodate these requests. and if Member States' action 
were to fail to make up the financial shortfalls, this would lead to serious delay~ to these 
already mature projects. Given the strong element of Community interest ir• these projects, 
additional Community support would be justified. 

I 0 The Commission welcomes the establishment of "project authorities'' in the form 
multi-national European Economic Interest Groupings (EEIGs) for the promotion phase of 
certain links to ensure better coordination and promote the possibilities of PPPs It notes the 
pan.icular problems that have arisen in some railway projects and urges the Council to adopt 
a European Company Statute. which would provide a legal vehicle for cooperation during the 
construction phase. 

II The Commission will focus its own work on TENs projects more sharply to help 
accelerate progress on the ground 



THE TRANS-EUROPEAN ENERGY NETWORK 

[. Progress in the development of the trans-European energy network 

[he re~u/awry framework for /runs-European energy network 

-, 
_l 

Regarding the Community legislation specific to energy TENs. the two Commission 
proposals on the "Guidelines" and "More favourable Context" for the development of 
trans-European electricity and natural gas networks2 were the subject of a common 
position of the Council on 29 June 1995. Their second reading by the European 
Parliament wa·s recently completed and the final adoption of these proposals is expected 
by the end of 1995 or beginning of 1996 The "Guidelines" identify 43 projects of 
common interest which represent a reference scheme for the development of energy 
networks in the coming years. The 10 priority projects contirmed ar Essen are included 
in this scheme 

After the adoption in September 1995 of the regulation drawing up the rules for the 
g•·anting of fina.1cial aid to the TEN. the Commission has been able to decide the first 
commitment of such aid to energy TEN projects. using the 1995 budget allocation 

Regarding the implementation of the lntermtl Energy Market, progress has been 
recorded in the discussion of the Commission proposal for the electricity market. and it 
is hoped that the Council could adopt a common position on this proposal before the t:nd 
of this year. Such agreement would allow discussions on the Commission proposal for 
the natural gas market to resume as from the beginning of 1996 The Treaty rules. 
including the competition rules and procedures. are naturally applicable to the energy 
~ector. This means in particular that TENS should not lead to a reinforcement of any 
dominant position of undertakings which control them 

/'ro~n'.\S 111 huild111g the it~fi·aslmctlfl'e fiw the ttw1s-Furopea11 energy Jll'tll'orks 

4 The Essen Summit identdied a list of I 0 pl"iority 1u·ojccts in the ~nergy sector. S within 
electricity networks and 5 within natural gas networks These energy priority projects are. 

(I) Italy-Greece 
(2) France-Italy. 
(3) France-Spain 
( 4) Spain-Portugal 
(5) Denmark 

electricity interconnection 
electricity interconnection 
electricity interconnection 
electricity interconnections 
electricity connection East-West 
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(6) Greece: 
(7) Portugal: 

(8) Spain: 

(9) Algeria-Morocco-Spain: 
( 1 0) Russia-Belorussia-Poland-EU: 

main gas pipelines and LNG station 
main gas pipelines and interconnections with 
Spain 
interconnections with Portugal and mam gas 
pipelines in Extremadura and Galicia 
gas pipeline 
gas pipeline. 

5. In connection with these priority projects. some progress has been achieved during the 
twelve months which have passed since the Essen Summit. This progress concerns 
mainly the natural gas projects in Spain and Portugal. 

Out of the 10 energy priority projects agreed at Essen Summit: 

• the 5 natur:tl gas projects are under c6nstn1ction, though for the Russia
Belorussia-Poland-European Union project only the first phase is under way and for 
the Spanish projects the main pipelines in Galicia and Extremadura are still subject 
to definition. 

• l out of the 5 electricity projects is under construction (the Northern electricity 
interconnection between Portugal and Spain): 

• the construction of 3 other electricity projects has not yet started: the electricity 
interconnections between France-ltaly and Italy-Greece because of delays in the 
authorization procedures and East-West Denmark connection, this project being the 
subject of a reassessment by its promoters: 

• as for the last electricity pr.oject. the electricity interconnection between France and 
Spain. construction has been suspended on the Spanish siee. waiting fnr the 
authorization procedures to be completed on the French side 

6 Regarding the remaining coinmon interest projects identified by the TEN Energy 
Guidelines. construction work has started in a few cases. although in most cases. the 
projects are in their pre-constmction phase. 

Financinx the development rd' the trans-European Enerxy Networks 

7 In general. the financing of energy networks is secured by the companies in the sectors 
concerned. using their own resources or calling on the capital market For the 10 priority 
p;ojects. the Christophersen Group considered that tinancing problems could be solved 
through the use of existing Community financial instruments. 

8 The total investment cost for the 10 priority projects is estimated at around 4350 
MECU: this estimate does not include the cost of the sections of priority projects to be 
b11ilt in third countries (in Algeria and Morocco for the Maghreb gas pipeline and in 
Poland. Belarus and Russia for the new Russia-EU gas pipeline) A signiticant part of 
the investment cost for the development of these I 0 priority projects will come from the 
companies of the energy sectors concerned 
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lJ Community funds available to these priority projects are mainly aids from the Structural 
Funds (for projects in Objective I regions) and loans from the EIB and the Commission 
(under the ECSC Treaty). Complementary support might be given from the ElF (loan 
guaranties) and from the TEN Energy budget line. 

I 0. Since 1993 the Structural Funds have already committed in favour of the energy 
priority projects around 640 MECU and are assessing demands for around 758 MECU 

II. Likewise ~ince 1993 Community Loans of the order of 1380 MECU have been already 
agreed to by the EIB and the Commission (ECSC) in favour of energy priority projects; 
requests for loans of more than 500 MECU are still being examined by the EIB and 
Commission Services. It is worth noting that included in the figure of 1380 MECU 
mentioned above are loans of about 540 MECU the EIB has committed for the sections 
of tht: Maghreb gas pipeline to be build in Algeria and Morocco. 

12. Regarding the granting of financial suppo11 from the TEN Enea·gy budget line, an 
amount of 12 MECU has been recently committed with the aim of promoting feasibility 
and other studies concerning 12 projects of common interest from the Guidelines list. 
of which 3 are Essen priority projects (the France-Spain and the Spain-Portugal 
electricity interconnections and the Greek natural gas project) 

13. Regarding !he activity of the ElF, loan guarantees for an amount of 207 7 Mecu were 
signed for 2 key gas projects (the Trans-Mediterranean II gas pipeline to Italy and the 
natural gas project in Portugal) the last project being in the Essen priority list This 
represents about 40% of the total amount guaranteed by the Fund during the first year 
and a half of operation ( 1994.., 1995) 

( 'onnecling the tra11.\-E11ropean enerA.rv 1/e/lt'orks to third cmmtries 

14 Priority projects and other common interest projects do take account of the need of the 
energy ne:works of the Community to be interconnected with those of th!rd countries 
The TEN Energy Guidelines also provide for a procedure to be followed in order for 
SIJCh projeccs to be recognised as "mutual interest projects" by the third country(ies) 
concerned 

I 5 Conm·ction of the CENTREL (Poland, Czech Republic. Slovakia and Hungary) and 
UCPTE electricity grids is scheduled for the last quaner of 1995 This will represent 
an· imponant stage in the integration of the European electricity grids Funher extension 
of the UCPTE grid towards the B<tlk;~n countries and the interconnection of the 
extended UCPTE grid with the CIS countries are the subject of studies under the 
!'HARE and T ACIS programmes 
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16 Studies of East-West gas interconnections in Europe and of regional projects of 
interest to Central and Eastern European and/or Union countries have been and are being 
made under the PHARE programme. These studies complement actions to be taken from 
1995 in connections with projects of common interest identified by the Community 
guidelines. 

[I Problems remaining to be solved 

17 The implementation of several priority projects is still facing problems, owing to the 
difficulty of obtaining the authorizations for the construction and /or of gathering finance 
for the investment 

IS Projects still encountering authorization problems delaying the beginning of their 
construction are 

• the Italy-Greece electricity interconnection. 
• the France-Italy electricity interconnection. 
.. the Frarv:e-Spain electricity interconnection 

19 Projects still cncuunteri;Jg economic appr:tisal and/or financing problems are 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the Italy-Greece electricity interconnection 
(loan requested from the EIB)~ 
the Denmark East-West electricity connection 
(the electricity ccmpanies concerned are reassessing the project) 
the Greek natural gas project 
(EIB and Commission (ECSC) services have laid down certain conditions for the 
granting of loans)~ 
the Portuguese natural gas project 
(loan requested from the Commission (ECSC)). 
the natural gas projects in the Spanish regions of Extremadura and Galicia 
(redeti.1ition of the projects. Structural Funds (ERDF) commitments need to be 
redefined accordingly); 

the Spanish section of the Maghreb natural gas pipeline project (Structural Funds 
(ERDF) aid has been sought and an EIB loan is envisaged) 
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TABLE I 
- TRANS-EUROPEAN ENERGY PROJECTS: FINANCING OF THE 10 PRiORITY 

PROJECTS 

(in MECU) 
. 

(a) EUROPEAN UNION 
FINANCIAL 

LOANS 

TOTAL decided 
CONTRIBU- REMARKS 

COST (or under appraisal) TION FROM ON THE 

THE ERDF'bl FINANCING 

decided SCHEME 
ELECTRICITY NETWORK PROJECTS EIB ECSC 

a4 lt:dy- Greece interconnection. 304 [100) 35 Not finalized. 

b6 France. Italy interconnection. 170 Not eligible Finalized. 

b7 France- Spain interconnection. 115 Not eligible Finalized 

b10 Spain - Portugal Interconnections. 110 57 Finalized 

c2 Denmark: East-liVest connection. 170 Not eligible Not finalized 

NATURAL GAS NElWORK PROJECTS 

e6 Greece 
Main tllpelinc s~stem 1285 7 .. [219) 83 + [97] 683 Not finaliZed 
and LNG terminal 

(e) (e) 

e5 Portugal [102) 
Main p1peline system 462 354 173 Not finalized 

(e) ElF loan 
(e) guarantee 

16 Spain-Portugal Finalized 
Interconnections Portu\)ai-Spam 386 224 156 ElF loan 

(e) guarantee 
Main pipeline systems m 0 

Extremadura and 1n Galic1a 72 
. 

Not f1nah<:eo 

h4 Algeria-Morocco-Spain . 
Section from Tang1eh (MO) to 446 100 Not finalized 
Cordoba (SP) 

(c) 

h7 Pussia-Belarus-Poland-E.U 
S~ct1on 1n Germany 830 (·i) Not finaliZed 

TOTAL 4350 742 + [319) 83 + 1199) 1047 

(a) Same project code as in Guidelines (OJ No C 216 of 21/8/1995) 
(b) Under the Community Initiatives REGEN (89-93) and INTERREG II (94-99) and under the Commtmity suppori 

frameworks for the periods 89-93 and 94-99 
(c) Total EIB loans decided for the "Maghreb pipeline" amount to 641 MECU. for works in Algeria. in Morocco and 

for the Gibraltar crossing (Tangiers- Tarifa). 
(d) Sections in the Eastern Lander of Germany might be eligible to assistance from the ERDF. 
(e) EIB or ECSC loans are referred to the global project which is larger than the priority project concerned. 
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Telecommunications Trans-European Networks 

I. Proga·ess to Date in This Field 

1. The trans-European Telecommunications networks (TEN-Telecom) have bee~ subject since 
1993 to a number of actions with a view to define the proposals to be made to the Council and 
European Parliament, in particular for the adoption of a series of guidelines as foreseen in the 
Title XII of the EU Treaty. Already in 1993, two initial proposals of guidelines were sent to the 
Council and Parliament: one concerning trans-European networks for communication between 
Administrations (TNA-IDA) 1

; one covering a subset of TEN-Telecom. i.e. TEN-ISDN2
. 

Fwlhermore. in July 1993, the Commission submitted a communication on TEN-lBC1 to the 
other Institutions 

2. The Council of Ministers and the European Parliament have adopted the TEN Financial 
Regulation and the TEN-ISDN guidelines. Moreover, the Proposal concerning the general TEN
Telecom guidelines is being examined by the Council and Parliament, and a policy debate is 
expected for the Telecommunications Council on 27 November 1995 The TNA-IDA initiative 
gave way to the proposal for an IDA Programme This was <~dopted at the Industry Council 
meeting on 6 November 1995 

3 However, despite the progress mentioned abrwe, previous European Council meetings (e.g 
Essen) expre~sed themselves only in general terms about TEN-Telecom. It IS therefon: suggested 
that upcoming European Council meetings should consider TEN-Telecom in a similar way as 
other TEN sectors such as transport or energy for which specific proj~cts have been identified. 

Certain specific aspects of the Telecommunications sector. which lead to act in this sector in a 
partially different way as in the other TEN sectors. have to be recalled 

i) the bottle-neck in the field of telecommunications is associated mainly with the development 
of applications and with problems of interoperability of generic services at European level (cf 
the Bangemann Group report). 

ii) any aL:tion has to take account of the increasingly liberalized context of the 
telecommunication sector 

TEN-TELECOM IN THE CONTEXT OF THE LIBERALIZED MARKET 

4 The liberalization of telecommunications impiies in particular that the projects to be supported 
have to be identif1ed following a procedure which allows competition between initiatives 
stemming from market nr s~cial needs rather than, as in the other TEN sectors, on the basis of 
proposals made by the Administrations of the Member States In this context, the role of the 

TNA-IDA co1tccrns lt:kiii:IIIcs :1ppl1c;ll1olls for Illfonii:IIIOII C:\ch:111gc bct\\cCII Adlllllllstr:lilllll' 

ISDN (Integrated St:f\'lccs D1gital Nct\\ork) IS a IICI\\Ork ;illo\\lug lr:utSIIIISSIOII under an 1111cgralcd aud digitaliZed 
fonu of \Oicc. data and fi,cd llllagcs. :11 lllt:dllllll speed r:tlcs U•-tkb/s) 

IUC lntq:r:tlcd Broadband l unllllliiiiCiliUII 
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public authorities is to select the priority fields in which projects may receive support. 
Community support should be awarded to projects in areas of public interest which will bring 
strong socio-economic benefits and for which the financial viability is not immediately 
sufficient. These projects should be implemented in the framework of public I private 
partnerships including in particular local or regional authorities. The support awarded has to be 
compatible with competition law and state aid regulations. 

5. In this perspective. supporting the development of trans-European telecommunications 
applications. generic services and networks will bring an important contribution to the 
exploitation of the benefits of the information society. 

SCOPE OF THE IDA PROGRAMME 

6. The IDA Programme concentrates on maximizing interoperability. with specific reference to 
increasing the efficiency, effectiveness and transparency of public services in the context of the 
internal market. 

7. Member State Administrations and European Institutions are implementing interoperable 
telematic networks and services. in accordance with the Council decision. in order to exchange 
information by means of activities "in the following specific fields 

Production and promotion of architecture guidelines and operational requirements to achieve 
i nt:!roperabi I i ty 

Practical introduction of electronic mail on the basis of X.400 

Practical implementation of trans-European networks in the following areas Customs and taxes; 
Fisheries; Agriculture; Social security; Public procurement; Health; ~tatistics; Commercial 
pol,icy; Competition policy; Culture; T~lematic projects aiming at facilitating the Community 
decision making process; Support to agencies (Environment. Internal market, Public health, 
Trauslation centre). 

Horizontal activities (pro·;ision of generic services, progress in the legal and contractual 
framework ) 

ll. Results ( 1993-1995) 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - GENERAL 

8. The preparatory phase for TEN-ISDN and TEN-IBC involved budgetary resources of 7 MECU 
in 199] and 14 MECU in 1994. During the 1995 exercise. where a budget of 22 MECU was 
allocated, these types of action were further developed and pursued 

9 These preparatory projects were either feasibility studies of pilot projects. in the domain of 
EURO-ISDN and broadband communications. aiming at improving the understanding on the 
type of actions and on the priorities which should be implemented in realising trans-European 
networks in these areas. 

I 0. These actions allowed the analysis of the principal obstacles regarding the deployment and 
usage of ISDN based solutions through a number of feasibility studies and pi lot projects, in the 
field of health care. teleworking. education, applications for SMEs, desktop multimedia 
services. In addition, studies on terminal issues and quality of service in the tield of ISDN were 
performed 
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II. The main objective of the broadband related efforts (TEN-IBC) was to gain a better 
understanding of the potential demand and the technico-economic viability of broadband 
applications. eg. in the domains of ATM-bandwidth4 on demand services. multimedia e-mail, 
scientific networks. city information highways. transfer of radiological images on A TM 
networks. These projects have triggered the constitution of common interest groups and 
consolidated the basis for launching viable trans-European applications. in particular in the 
fields of public interest. during the years to come. 

IDA PROGRAMME 

12. The following results have already been achieved: 

production of the IDA architecture guidelines; 

introduction of a backbone X.400 network offering services over and above those offered 
by public Administrative Domains (ADMDs) and in all 15 Member States; 

operational or pilot networks in the context of the following projects: Social security 
(TESS I SOSENET); Employment (EURES); customs & taxation (QUOTA. VIES. EBTI. 
TARIC). Agriculture (PHYSAN. IDES); public procurement (SIMAP); fisheries (FIDES); 
statistics (DSIS) 

e-mail connectivity for an initial group of committees comprising 270 members; 

provision of e-mail services for the European Institutions 

4 
A TM (As~ uchrouous Trausfcr Mode) 1s au advauccd rrausuuss1011 aud S\\ 11cluug S\ SIC III liSIIIg n:ry I ugh 

lransmission speeds. '' hid1 allow for inslam:c I he lransmission of TV qu;llll~ 1111ages 
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Ill. The Challenge for the Future 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS-GENERAL 

13. The future work programme for the trans-European telecommunications network aims to 
promote the implementation of trans-European telematic applications of collective interest 
based on interoperable generic services and on interconnected digital networks with a view to 

facilitating the transition towards the information society; 
improving competitiveness of European enterprises and strengthening the Internal 
Market: 
strengthening economic and social cohesion; 
stimulating new activities leading to job creation. 

Within these broad objectives, the 1996 work programme will establish specitic priorities for 
each of the three I eve Is : 

the feasibility study, the validation, and the deployment of applications of collective 
interest, broad enough to reach a critical mass of users and generate a strong 
participation of the private sector in providing investment in the context of 
pub I i c/pri vate parlnershi ps: 

the promution of interoperable services in Europe, by establishing and implementir:g 
common specifications based on European and world-wide standards, and their 
extension to a multimedia environment: 

the promotion and stimulation of access to trans-European interconnexted and 
standardised basic networks, and in particular the promotion of EURO-ISDN, the 
development of broadband networks (mair:ly based on the A TM technology), and 
their interconnection to mobile ar:d satellite networks 

Lastly, a specific priority for Community action is given to SMEs in two areas 

identification of applications which have an important impact on their activities, 
a minimum presence of SMEs in the consortia responding to the Commission calls 
for proposals 

14 These issues hc.ve been considered rn the Communication of the Commission to the Council 
and Eurvpean Parliament presenting the methodology for the implementation of the information 
society applications and proposing the TEN-Telecom guidelines5 The concrete implementation 
of the guidelines during the year 19lJ6 will offer the opportunity to tine-tune these principles 
in concrete cases 

IDA PROGRAMME 

The IDA Programme will obviously pursue the implementation of telematic networks while at 
the same time addressing and resolving a number "of key issues 

'DucuiiiCIII C0M('J))1:!~ f"in;ll of II l\t11 I'J'J5 
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15. The legal problems affecting all electronic interchange of information I documents (such as 
authentication of the user(s), electronic signature, data protection and data security) are 
encountered by IDA projects as a matter of course. This is particularly sensitive within public 
administrations, given the nature of the information exchanged. Member States have quite 
different legislation in this area. Harmonisation is urgently needed. Some studies to this effect 
have been started. 

16 Commitment from Member States is vital for the success of IDA projects This has not 
always been forthcoming 

17. The European Parliament Opinion and the Council of Ministers have differing views on the 
legal basis for the IDA Programme. Such differences should not endanger the success of 
the Programme, as, in the past, they have with respect to budgetary resources. 

IV. Conclusions 

18 Telecommunications networks are 'the backbone of the future information society 

19 In the surge of the increasing Community activity for the promotion of the information society, 
1996 will be the first year for a regular action in the field of trans-European 
telecommunications networks This ac~ion is planned to be intensified during the following 
years, with a view to bringing a substantial contribution to the fruition of the economic and 
social benefits linked to the development of new services and applications on the information 
highways. 
To allow for the implementation of projects in all proposed domains, the Council and the 
Parliament are requested to ad?pt as quickly as possible the proposed Decision on the 
TEN-Telecom Guidelines. 

20 lOA is a concrete programme, already delivering results 

The continued implementation of these administrative telernatic networks will 
dramatically improve the management of the internal market and bring direct benefits 
to European citizens. The European Council is therefore requested to confirm the 
importance of the IDA Progr;unme :1s an esscnti:tl component of TEN-Telecom. 

I') 



TRANS-EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK 

I Progress 

! . The development of the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-Tr) requires the building 
or upgrading of links for the various modes of transport, in particular for the road and rail 
network: 

TEN all railways HST roads 

Transport 
(common existing add or existing add or existing add or 
position) upgrade upgrade upgrade 

Network 50,300 23,600 5,300 13,600 48,000 27,300 

Priority 6,766 4,044 5,234 
Projects 

The "all railways" figures indude i1igh speed (HST) t~nd cunventional lines. In the years 1993-
1995 about 2500 km of roads and about 2000 km of railways have been started. Substantial 
work has also been done on the airports of the TEN-Tr. An important upgrading programme is 
being prepared for the ports, which is due to be implemented next year and focuses particularly 
on short sea shipping 

Priority. Projr_cts 

2. Cc:nmunity resources have been focused on the priority projects endorsed by the European 
Council at Essen. (see Table I for progress on these projects). 

Community le&islative framework 

3 In October J 995~ a CoJnJnon Position was adopted in the Council on the Con11nission 
proposal 1

' on the guidelines for the development of a trans-European transport network The 
European Parliament will shortly complete its second reading. 

4. The Council Regulation on Financial Aid for TENs7 came into force on 23 September 
1995. 

5. The Council adopted a common position on the High Speed Train lnteroperability 
Directive1 in June 1995. The "Association Europeene pour I'Interoperabilite Ferroviaire" (AEIF) 
has been established.to help develop standards under this Directive 

• l'<llllllli"i"n prupn,al :---.. l'l IM(94) I 06 

7 l\>un.:il R.:gui;Jiinn ~"- 12.l6t'J51EC 

I< l'ummi"inn prnpnsal l\:u COM ('J4) I 07 
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Financin2 

6. An overview of the present status of financing for the TEN-Tr and 111 particular the 14 
priority projects is set out in the following table (all figures in MECU): 

Total ExpenditureP 
EU grants up EU loan operations up 

Total 1993 to 1995 1993 to 1995 
costs up 

95-99 95 Trans- Structural EIB ElF to 2010 
port Assistance guarantees 

Budget10 ,, 

Network 400,000 220,000 >11 ,000 625 3,962 6,417 161 

Priority 
Projects 99,000 45,000 c. 2,600 C. 687 5,800 71 
only 362.512 

7 Th·~ European Investment Bank (ElB) has been contracting loans at a rate of I BECU a year 
for priority and related projects, and is likely to continue to do so. EIB loans for TEN projects 
are being extended in the framework of a "TEN window" set up by the Bank following the 
Essen Councilu In the course of 1995, it has concluded new lending operations for the 0resund 
(688 MECU) and some of the motorway projects 

S Created at the Edinburgh Summit in order to cover specific financial needs in relation to 
TENs, and formally established in June 1994, the ElF has already become involved in several 
priority TENs. In the case of Malpensa airport, 71 MECU worth of guarantees have been 
extended The Fund is pursuing the identification of sui.table financial arrangements for other 
priority projects, notably CTRL 

9 The Essen Europe?.n Council confirmed the objective of facilitating public-private 
partner~hips (PPPs) for TEN-Tr projects (see Annex I) PPPs are in place for the Channel 
Tunnel Rail Link and West Coast !\bin Line in the UK and have been introduced for three 
sections of the Greek motorways 
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10. The Community public procurement and competition rules are often perceived as a barrier 
to PPPs by project promoters. Analysis has shown that the rules do include flexibility for the 
setting up of PPPs. The Commission has agreed guidance on the application of Community 
public procurement and competition rules (see Annexes II and III). The Commission has also set 
up a One-Stop Help Desk (fax: 32 2 295 6504) on these matters encouraging early consultation 
by project promoters to give better guidance and support . 

II. The Commission is drawing up a "Common Transport Infrastructure Promotion 
Programme" (CTlPP), within the framework of Regulation 2236/95, to promote financial 
planning on a multi-annual basis for TEN-Tr projects. This will also provide an overview of 
Member States' commitments to projects within the TEN-Tr. 

Coordination 

12 The Commission has continued to hold project seminars for most priority projects; monthly 
meetings keep the Commission, the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European 
Investment Fund (ElF) abreast of their respective activities; two high-level groups are ensuring 
better coordination of the satellite-based positioning and navigation project GNSS aRd the 
various aspects of road transport tclematics Germany has taken on the coordination of the 
wurk on a radio-based traffic message channel for road traffic, with the help 0f II other 
Member State~ 

13 The Essen European Council contirmed the need for cross-border "project authorities" for 
the larger international projects, reflecting the positive experience of such projects in e.g. the 
0resund project and the negative impact of a lack of such coordination e.g. on the PBKAL 
"European Economic Interest Groupings" (EEIGs) are a suitable legal instrument to ensure cross
border co-ordinarion in tile planning pi1ase of trans-national projects. A number of these have 
been established: "Aipetunnel" for the HST Lyon-Turin and "SEM" for the HST South 
"ERTMS" has been set up by the operators of the high speed train services to develop a 
common European •.:ontrol commar.d system The Austrian Government has ~reated a new 
railway infrastn.1cture management company for the Brenner· link, in \Vhich they would like to 
include panners from nther Member States 

Third Countries 

14 The Commission considers the development of TENs links to central and eastern Europe as 
a fundamental par1 of the pre-accession strategy for these countries and is therefore 
concentrating effons on these tangible connections ( see the relevant section of this annual repor1 
for more details). Work continues on linking the TEN-Tr to the networks of third 
countries,coordinated through the regular meetings of the G24. chaired by the Commission A 
Communication is being prepared on connecting TEN-Tr with third countries' networks 

IS The Barcelona Euro-Mediterranean Conference is expected to create a framework for 
promoting infrastructure projects in the area, with support from the new I y established 
Community assistance programme MEDA More details to be found in the relevant section of 
this report. 
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II. PROBLEMS 

Le~islation 

16. The guidelines for the TEN-Tr are only proceeding slowly through the legislative process, 
blocked by disagreement between the Council and the European Parliament on whether to 
include the priority projects agreed at Essen and on whether to include an article on the need for 
environmental assessments. The Commission believes ever; effort should be made to resolve 
these disagreements as soon as possible. 

Priority Projects 

17 See Table 2 for details. Problems have also been encountered because of Member States' 
reluctance to adapt their national priorities to take account of the trans-European networks 
While welcoming the concept of TENs and their advantages for Europe in terms of 
competitiveness, jobs and economic cohesion, many countries take the attitude that it is up to 
other countrit:s to develop the network, while they concentrate on national priorities without 
adapting their planning. 

18 Methods used by national authorities to evaluate the socio-economic benefits of their 
sections of large scale cross-border infrastructures substantially underestimate the true gains 
because they each exclude the benefits to non-nationals. Such methodology may be quite 
appropriate when deciding the level of. national subsidy for a national project, however it means 
that, taken together, the r.ational measures uf socio-economic benefit miss out at least half of the 
international benefits. For example. the benefits to French passengers travelling on the English 
section of the London-Paris High Speed Train are being missed, as are the benefits to UK 
travellers on the French section 

19. Research done for the Commission in the context of the Paris-Brussels-Cologne
Arnstenhun-London (PBKAL) High Speed Train working group and endorsed in their report 
shows that including these neglected benefits increases the socio-economic return of the project 
by a quarter. taking it ·up from 7 2% to 9<i% 

20 This international element of the socio-economic return of a pa1ticular priority project can 
be thought of as the 'Community benetit'. Work is currently underway to measure how much has 
been neglected for other priority projects, al!hough tigures as large as that found for the PBKAL 
are unlikely since that project concerns so many Member States 

21 Failure to take account of the 'Community benetit' of the priority projects is one aspect of a 
recurring problems of low or conflicting national priorities for many of the priority projects This 
is reflected in terms of slow progress in defining projects (e.g. Brenner). contlicting scheduling 
on the part of national authorities each side of the border (e.g. PBKAL, HST-E;ut), failure to 
resolve tinancing questions (e.g. PBKAL, Brenner, HST-E:1st) and inability to form 
multinational project authorities to coordinate work on projects (e g. PBKAL. Brenner). See 
below for a more de:;tiled analysis of problems concerning the priority projects The 
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Commission believes that Member States should re-examine the prioritisation at present given to 
TENs projects, especially those endorsed as priority projects at Essen. 

22. The Commission believes that the definition of several of the priority projects should be 
altered to reflect better the needs of the trJns-European transport network. In particular, the High 
Speed Train East should be extended to the east and renamed the HST Paris-Munich-Vienna. 
The rail/combined transport north-south route in Ireland should be extended to Londonderry 
in the north. The Lisbon -Valladolid motorway should have a different route as proposed by 
the Portuguese government. The Ireland -UK-Benelux road link should be ,extended to cover 
rail and combined transport. This redefinition should be carried out in the context of discussion 
on the TEN guidelines 

Financin~ 

23 As requested at the Cannes European Council, a review of the costs of the priority projects 
has been undertaken to try to identify possible reductions The Commission has sought 
information on costs from Member States and has established working groups to examine in 
detail the possibility for cost reductions on some particular projects PBKAL, HST East, the 
Brellner link of the HST North-South and the Greek Motorways. The results so far indicate 
cost increases rather than savings and current estimated total investment costs for the 14 priority 
projects are about 99 BECU (compared to 92 BECU mentioned at the Essen European Council) 
Reduction of these costs seems impossible without drastically reducing the feasibility and scope 
of the projects The Commission is prepared, with the help of expert advice, to go more deeply 
into the question of cost reductions with Member States; however, it considers the matter 
primarily a responsibility of the authorities in the Mer;Jber States concerned 

24 The budgetary restrictions in Member States continue to have a significant impact on 
transpor1 infrastructure investment and appear likely to delay the progress of the TEN-Tr 

25 The planned Community TEN-Tr budget for 1995 - 1999 provides less than 4% of the total 
required investment for the 14 priority projects over that period Therefore, although Council 
Regulation 2236/95 on Financial Aid for TENs allows the Community to fund up to I 0% of the 
total project costs, this will ilOt be possible Member States have bid for nearly three times the 
amount available this year 

26 Problems \vith a number of priority projects have highlighted the difticulties of not being 
able to make multi-annual financial commitments from the TEN-Tr budget In early 1995, the 
Commission requested information from Member States on their plans up to 1999 and is now 
drawing up a multi-annual programme covering public, private and Community funding 
Analysis based on these figures shows severe financing problems for two projects in particular 
the HST East and the HST PBKAL For the PBKAL, Member States have requested 
additional Community to help meet these shonfalls of 200 MECU for the Belgian section, 120 
MECU for the Netherlands section and 240 MECU for the UK section (CTRL) The French 
Government has requested 200 MECU of additional Community funding for the HST East 

27 While innovative forms of infrastructure provision are emerging, the existing financial 
suppm1 mechanisms used by the public sector are not evolving at the same pace and are too 
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often oriented towards traditional public financing schemes. The Community is making specific 
efforts to adjust and reshape its financial support mechanisms to meet these emerging needs, for 
example by creating the ElF, setting up the "TEN window" at the EIB. and developing new 
forms of Community budget support. Member States have not really taken up the challenge of 
finding alternatives to public finance for projects. The rather low figures for the financial return 
on investment for many of the projects make such propositions unattractive for the private 
sector. unless public commitments are given to raise the profitability or reduce risk. That many 
Member States are not moving to promote PPPs is shown by the low proportion (c 5 %) of 
applications for funding from the TEN-Tr budget in the form of interest rate subsidies. In a 
number of Member States legal barriers still exist. which are at odds with the European 
Council's repeated calls for the promotion of PPPs 

28 Of the 14 priority projects. most are purely public, but some have left some scope for the 
involvement of private partners (Malpensa ~•irport, TAV Turin-Venice, Netherlands and UK 
sections of PBKAL, \Vest Coast Main Line, lreland-UK-Benelux road links, PATHE 
motorw;ay). Of those priority projects still at a more conceptual stage, the HST Lyon-Turin. 
the HST/combined transport Munich-Verllna (Ba·enner), the Lisbon-Valbtdolid motonvay 
and HST South are all serious potential candidates for public/private partnerships 

29. The lack of appropriate s0urces of equity deserves a pa11icular mention, as this creates a 
"confidence gap" related to the risk of the project, which acts as a barrier to the development of 
PPPs Public equity support would attract investors and introduce new forms of flexibility in the 
financial structure of PPPs The ElF's. statute specifically provides for the possibility of equity 
provision, however. a positive decision from the !::fF's Gen::ral Meeting !s needed to allow the 
Fund to widen its activities, whici1 .are currently limited to issuing loan guarantees The 
Commission strongly recommends that the necessary steps are endorsed by the Fund's 
shareholders at the ne:xt General Meeting (See Annex I) 

30. Besides equity. other forms of public support should to be used \vhenever appropriated to 
facilitate the launching of a particular project The Commission is currently examining the;: 
possible role of several innovative means of support, such as subordinated lending and other 
forms or quasi-equity. contributions in kind, etc In view of the large tinancing needs of some 
of the pro_jects (eg Br·enner tunnel, HST Lyon-Turin) the need for a more diversif1ed loan 
supply, possibly im oh·ing the borrowing and lending powers of the Community, could become 
apparent and should therefore not be excluded altogether The Commission is also examining 
other ways of reducing the confidence gap by helping counter non-commercial risk. since this is 
identified by the private sector as a particular obstacle to its involvement The Commission will 
report on its work in 1996 (see also Annex I) 

Coordination 

31 Although some European Economic Interest Groupings (EEICis) have been established, 
there is still considerable reluctance to create project entities (see Annex IV) The Commission 
feels this is pal1icularlv the case for the PBKAL and the Bn.·nner· link. The lack of such 
entities is often an additional barrier to the development of PPPs 
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32. The unlimited liability of EEIGs makes them inappropriate for the construction phase of a 
project. The Commission's proposal for a European Company Statute. on the table in the Council 
for several years. would overcome this problem . If agreement cannot be reached quickly on this 
broad-ranging instrument. at least an alternative version. tailor-made for transport infrastructure 
should be adopted. 

Imputation of costs 

33. Despite the important and constantly rising demand for transport infrastructure and related 
services. the transport sector appears unable to generate sufficient project related revenues. The 
role of direct user cha1ges deserves closer examination. since this type of revenue would not 
only increase the scope for private involvement by increasing the financial profitability of the 
projects concerned, but would also help to foster competition between transport modes on a 
balanced basis. while improving economic resource allocation in general. User charges 
moreover allow the internalisation of all or part of the external costs related to transport. This 
will be considered funher in the Commission's Green Paper on the Inrernalisation of External 
Costs 
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Ill. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

34. The main conclusions and recommendations are to be founci in the front part of this report. 
They are therefore not repeated here. However, some final comments are added 

35. The Council and European Parliament should seek to adopt the transport network guidelines 
as quickly as possible. The TEN financial assistance regulation is based on the assumption that 
these guidelines are in place. Only for 1995 it contains a transitional clause which allows to use 
the TEN budget line without guidelines. The 1996 budget execution procedures require valid 
guidelines for the selection of projects to be supported. 

36 The progress made so far in establishing the Trans-European Transport Network is 
remarkable but the progress has been slower than anticipated particularly on some priority 
projects The momentum introduced by the Essen summit should be increased in order to brin!; 
these priority projects back to motion The current methodologies under-estimate the economic 
returr: of international transport infrastructure projects ; this j:.:stities to top up the Community 
funds currently available for TENs but also to top up the curre11t budget ailocations of the 
Memb~r States to these crossborder projects 

37 Although the examination of individual priority projects shows substantial scope for 
enhancing the involvement of the private sector, very few public-private partnerships (PPPs) are 
being set up Member States should reexamine the potential for PPPs and. where there are legal 
or z,dministrative uarrier~ to the implementation of PPPs, to make any neces:o:ary changes The 
Commission will ac~ as follows: 

~etting up of the Commission's "One stop" Help Desk in relation to PPP~ 
Study the various ways to cope with non-commerci"al risks 
Setting up a multi -annual framework for the financing of TEN-Tr projects covering public, 
private and Community funding (the Common Transport Infrastructure Promotion 
Programme" or CTIPP) 
Starting the discussion on the internalisation of external costs and more balanced 
competition between transport modes by forwarding a Green Paper on the subject for 
adequate project-related revenue generation, notably in the form of direct user charge 

3g The efforts to link the Transport TEN to the networks of third countries should be 
continued, aiming panicularly to foster public-private partnerships for projects of mutual interest 
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Table I: PROGRESS ON TRANSPORT PRIORITY PROJECTS 
For the North-South High SJlccd Train (HSn/Comhincd Transport (Bcrlin-Niirnbcrg-Miinchcn

Verona) (450 MECU spent in 1995) work to upgrade for high speeds is proceeding as plcumcd on a 200 
km long section between Berlin and Niimberg. Signalling work has been undertaken on the Inn Valley 
section in Austria. 

For PBKAL (Paris-Bmssels-Cologne-Amsterdam-London HST) (500 MECU spent in ll.J<J5) the high 
speed train links from Bmssels to Paris and to the Channel TUJmel are progressing, with the building and 
t•pgrading of links underway and proceeding according to the revised schedule. For the Channel Tu1mel 
Rail Link (CTRL) in the UK, two bidders have been shortlisted and a wi1mer is expected to be announced 
by the end of the year. A Conunission chaired working group was established for the PBKAL project. 
which h<IS drawn up a report on the scope for financing the project. 

The Spanish and French Govenunents have concluded an agreement to build the HST South (Madrid -
Montpcllier/Dax) ( 150 MECU spent in 1995) with the possibility of involving the private sector in the 
cross-border sccti.on from Figueras to Perpignan. A European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG) has 
been established for thjs. under the supervision of an lntergovenunental Conunittee. 

The Dutch Parliament has authorised the starting of the procedures necessary to obtain a building permit 
for the Bctuwc Railway Line for combined transpo1"t (XO MECU spent in 1')'.15) This process should 
take about two years. after which constmction may stan. 

The Italian and French Governments have agreed to unde11ake the necessar~ studics to compete 
preparator)' work for the building of the cross-border section of the HST Lyon-Turin (.to MECU spent in 
I 995). the tum1Ei between St-Jean de Maurienne and Snsa. An EEIG !las been established to carry ou• 
teclutical studies and an lntergovenunental Conunittee mil start work in earh llJ% on preparing a 
concession for thi:c. link 

The Grcci• moto1·wa~~ (290 MECU spent in I<J<JS) h;l\·e been under COilStnlcllon stncc I'J'JO and arc 
progressing as scheduled. Tendering has been completed for about 4ll'X, of the PATHE branch and 25% 
of the Via Egnatia. Work on the 200km lgoumenitsa-Panagia link started this ycar Scn.:ral sections of 
these projects will be t'lilt by private conce'ssiollS 

The OH·ii-Duhlin-Bclfa!'t-Larnc-Stnann•cr CIIIJHntiunal rail link (CJ2 MECU spent 111 I ')9)) IS on 
scheduk and should b..: completed by I lJ'J'J 

The constmction of the '1alpcns<J airpm"t (Miian (I Xo MECU spent 111 I ')'.15) is large I~ complete and its 
conncct1o:t to the rail'' a' network is progressing well 

For the 0rcsund fi.,ed llllk. (450 MECU spent in I 'JlJS) work started on the tunnel under the Drogden 
Channel Ill July I '.J'J5. as did dredging and reclamation work Work on the high bPdge across the Flinte 
Channel and approach bridges for this is due to stan 111 No\ entber I 'J'JS 

For the Nurdic Trian)!lc (1(,11 MECU spent in I ')'J5 ). m1_10r '"ork has been earned out llll the Swedish 
Malmo-Goteborg and Malmo-Stockholm rail lutks Work on the Swedish road sections 
Malnto-Gotcborg(EC, ). \ lalmo-Stockhohn (E-l) and Stockholm-Norwegian border ( E I X) is progressing. In 
Finland. the road sections cast of Turku and the Hels111ki b) pass arc progress111g Major upgrading of the 
rail line between Turku and Helsinki is undenva\' and some work has started«ln other sections such as 
Kere' a-Lahti 

For Tntflic Mana)!clllcnt projects. work IS 111 hand on the Cl\'ill<llt satellite Et11opean Global Positioning 
and Na\ igatiou Syste111 (GNSS) ;111d the first transponders ha,·e been ordered f101tl lnmarsat. The.: 
implementation or the.: ground m:twork staned Ill Sununer I ')')5 A bilateral ;lgreenteltt with Ollr us 
partner. lite Federal A\ 1;1tion Administration. was successfully concluded at the end of October. An EEIG 
has also becn established by the operators of the high speed train serv1ces. wluch is working on a 
comnton Eu I"IIJIC:III Rai I Traffic Man:I)!Cillcnl System A radiu-hascd di)!ital ruad I raflic wamin)! 
system (RDS-TMC) is shortly to be initiated. coorchnated between II Member States. w1th support from 
the TENs budget line 
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Table 2: PROBLEMS CON(ERNING TRANSPORT PRIORITY PROJECTS 

Little progress has been made on a decision to build the Brenner base tunnel through the Alps, an 
essential part of the HST/combined trans1,ort North-South (Berlin to Verona. via Miinchen and 
Bretmer). The economic benefits of tltis project will largely accme to Southem Gennany and Northem 
Italy. as moc;t of the traffic will only transit through Austria. Austria's overwhelming interest is to promote 
a switch from road to rail for transit traffic. in order to limit the negative impact on the enviromnent, 
however tllis interest is not sufficient to justify Austria's financing its share of the costs of the tmmel 
alone. Additional economic evaluation is being undertaken. wltich will not be completed uutil the end of 
ILJ%. Tltis will be complemented by a Conuttission study on traffic forecasting for the whole Alpine 
reg10n. The Austrian Govemment have created an infrastmcture management company. in which they 
would like to include intemational partners. but tllis is also proving difficult 

Most of th•! work on the PBKAL (Paris-Bmssels-Koln-Amsterdam-London HSn proJect is now seriously 

behind original schedules. which is having a sigtlilicant financial impact on the completed French section. 
causing estimated losses to SNCF of :wo MECU The report of the PBKAL working group. chaired by 
the Commission. identified significant problems with the financing of tht: links to the north of Antwerp 
and cast of Liege in Bc!gium. highlighting a financing shortfall currently of the order of l BECU Using 
the fi!,;urcs idemified for this working group. after taking into account UK support. there 1s also a shortfall 
of some Hll MECU for CTRL It IS thus clear that a lack of resources could crcat~o: ma_1or financial 
problew; for this project The absence of European-level compattics to build and orx:rat•: railway 
mfrastn1ctarc is emerging as a ma_1or obstacle to financtng. 

The HST Ea~t (Paris-eastcnt France-southcon Gennan~·. including Lu.\cmbourg link) rc1n;nns a t.Jroject 
requiring substantial public support Under the current French legal S) stem pri\ ate sccto; Ill\ olvcmcnt is 
very difficult. however the French Go\'ernlllent have agreed to e:-;amine the possibllit~ or public-pri\·ate 
partnership financing for the second phase. In ILJ<J.:I. the French Governme111 offic1all~ requested a large 
Conununity subsidy for tltis proJect (530 MECU of which .160 MECU 0\er the period I'NS-<J<J). A 
"orking group. establ isilcct by the C omnussi·Jn and French Ministcre des Transports. has r~.:ported that the 
current scarcity of resowccs in the TEN budget line'' Ill result in a project fittaJICIIIg gap 111 the range of 
2tHl MECU 

The Po111:gucse Gon:nuuent has 1ndicatcd that 11 '' 1shes to realign its section of the Lishon-Valladolid 
mntnnr;~y. On the Spamsh s1de. progress 1s slow '' 1th lllaJOr tecluucal studies lasting three years still 
needed before constn•ct1on can start 

Llltlc progress has b~.:en 1nadc 011 the lrclarul-UK-Bcndu:~. rnad link 111 sp1t~.: ol 1ts cn1u;ll 1n1portancc 

Although the French ami Sp;uush gm ~o:rnlncnts ha,·c agreed 111 pnnc1ple to Its COIIstniCtiOII. no date h;1s \ et 

been agreed for work to start on the liST Snuth (Madnd- Montpclhe•/D:l\) 

The Bcluwc CIIII\'CIIIional rail/cnmhincd lr;IIISJIIII'I line has be~.:n dela\ ed because or plalllllll!! and 
polit1cll problems~ pre\ 10usl~ due to start 111 l•J•J).l)(, 11 IS nO\\ likeh to be (\\O \e:us l:it..:r 
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Annex I : 

FINANCING: PRIVATE I PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS 

General 

I. The Essen Council endorsed the recommendation of the "Christophersen Group" 
confirming the objective of facilitating private/public partnerships and inviting Member 
States, the Commission, the EIB and the ElF to take appropriate measures to this effect. One 
of the main reason for introducing the PPP model was the need to accelerate the 
implementation of TENs. 

2. The main obstacles to changing the current model of constructing and operating the 
priority TENs are the lack of financial profitability of many projects as well as a number of 
institutional and political barriers. Moving away from the traditional approach of public 
funding for major infrastructure projects is not easy. Project financing, the required financing 
set-up for PPPs, means that debt is secured on the project revenues and physical assets, rather 
than on the credit support of the pr.oject sponsor. The complexity of the legal and financial 
basis of PPPs. combined with familiarity with public financing schemes, put PPPs at an 
initial disadvantage in relation to the latter. As the public sector moreover absorbs risk in a 
non-transparent way, financial failure does rarely come into the open. This favours the 
widely-held belief that the cost of capital for state-backed infrastructure is lower than for 
comparative financing structures involving private risk-taking. 

3 Limited financial profitability is a common characteristic of projects in the transpor:t 
field. They therefore inevitably need substantiai grant support, amounting to significantly 
more than allowed under Regulation 2236/95, which limits Community support to 10% of 
the total project costs The Community's Structural and Cohesion Funds provide an 
alternative source of support for projects in areas which qualify. For other projects, the grant 
contribution from rhe Community will remain marginal. National budgetary support is also 
becoming an increasingly scarce resource as Member States exert strict control over 
budgetary outlays in the run-up to monetary union 

4. The Community is gradually adjusting its financial support instruments to enable it to 
support this change in approach by participating in the tinancing ofPPP operations whenever 
appropriate However. the decisions to set up PPPs are taken at Member Statt· level. where 
it is clear that the traditional inclination towards public tinancing is still very much alive. 

!11emher States should he urged to renew their efforts to increase the 1/ll'olvemenl f?{lhe 
private sector ill major trall.'fHJI"/ il!fi·astructure fJro;ects. lhe ( 'ommission hus flrefwred a set 
offJroposals on .finallt:ill~ issues which may he!;J to go ill this direction. 

Propos~tls for the financin~ of PPPs 

S Grants are the only form of support capable of tilling the "profitability gap" in some 
PPPs. These grants should not necessarily take the form of cash endowments They can also 
consist of transfers of assets (land, track, equipment), on-going concerns, or pre-existing and 
profitable links of the same network Public subsidies should be determined by the expected 
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socio-economic benefits of a project. which for infrastructure projects will normally be above 
their financial profitability. 

States, regions, local authorities and of course the Community, should contribute in 
proportion to the benefits they expect to derive from projects. In the Commission's view the 
{Inion-wide interests are not sufficiently represented in budgetary appropriations. 

6. Equity capital is the foundation of the financing structure of any private tirm, including 
infrastructure companies. Public equity does not raise the profitability of a project as such. 
but helps to absorb risk and attract private equity. A project's equity base is the prerequisite 
for attracting lending support in sufficient quantities. filling the "confidence gap" between 
investors and lenders. Public equity support also introduces new forms of flexibility in the 
financial structure of PPPs. Compared to grants. it allows for a certain return should the 
project perform well and. therefore. for the possibility of recouping funds and re-cycling 
them into other projects. The public sector can also set a cap on its remuneration. thus 
enhancing a project's private profitability. 

Memher Stutes might want to consider using part (?f the grants ji·om the lEN Budget line lo 
finance some qf their equity holdi11gs in priority pmjecls. More generally, puhlic autlwrilies 
should try to increase !heir i11volvement as equity providers i11 PP!'s, hence estahli.,hing true 
partnership relations with private promoters and investors. 

7 Subject t.o agreement at its General Meeting in June 1996, the ElF will soon be able to 
increase its role as an equity provider to TEN projects. The Elf's involvement in equity 
operations at this initial stage will remain limited. One opportunity which the Fund might 
want to· consider is the investment of equity in project devdopmo;!nt authorities, as the 
embryo of future project implementing bodies. 

l'he ( 'ommu11ity should strongly support this enlwxement (~/the Fund's role. e.,pecially as 
the needfor .mhstall/ial amm111ts r~f eqlfltyfmm private mlll1mhlic investors is 111creasingly 
apparent in the fi·ameH·ork r~fpuhlic-private partner.\hljJs 

8. Some debt instruments (subordinated debt in particular) should be mentioned as valuable 
means of providing risk-bearing funds. Subordinated loans (or quasi-equity in general) allow 
for greater risk exposure than senior debt and therefore are a useful alternative to equity in 
a number of instances Subordinated loans notably offer the advantage that managerial 
control remains in the hands of the equity providers as long as debt is serviced This can 
be useful if the public sector wants to share part of the risks without interfering in the 
management of the project in question 

/he US£' rd" various ,Fnms rl quasi-equity should he eii£.Difraged, ll'herever LlfJpropriate, lo 
favour particular form., r~fco-otJe/'lttion hetwee11 tht: ;white a11d the private sector. /he new 
Financial Regulation ji11'm11·s support in the form rl.,Hhordinated cleht and liiWSi-equity in 
general e.g in the form r~l interest subsidies or rl suhsiJies toward\· mee1111g the cost rl 
gii£1/WJ/ee fees (ll'hether ex/elided hy the ElF or othen). etc. 

9 At present the EIB is the main loan tinance provider for the priority projects. ln a few 
specif1c inst<\nces, it might however prove useful to seek a diversification of the sources of 
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loan supply. The huge financing needs of some of the mega-projects (e. g. Brenner tunnel, 
Lyon-Torino, etc.) might provrde a rationale for this approach. 

In !,pile flthe mixed views expressed so far by the Council on this option, the use of the 
borrowing and lending powers of the Community should not be excluded altogether as a 
complementary form of Community loan !)11pport. 

10. In a PPP, risks should be borne by the parties best able to control them. Private 
infrastructure promoters agree on the crucial importance of administrative and public policy 
risks. such as cancellation of the project, planning delays or delays in passing legislation. 
legislative changes. changes in safety or other legal standards. Such risks in general cannot 
be borne by the private sector. The difficulty is compounded in the case of cross-border 
projects by the presence of different national authorities and legal systems. 

The ( 'ommissioiz acknowledges the relevance of those risks and the importance (lfinding an 
adequate solution. It will therefore undertake a comprehensivl! study on non-commercial 
risks a11d possible ways to cover them, notably a Community insurance or xuarantee 
mechanism a~ainst non-commercial risks, improved contractual agreements between 
promolers and public authorities, texis/ative steps at the appropriate level, elc. 

II. The frequent lack of financial profitability in transport infrastructure projects is not so 
much because of the particular nature of the transport sector (demand for traftic is strong and 
on the increase) but rather the apparent inability of the sector to generate sufficient project 
related revenues. Direct user charges increase competition between, and within. transport 
modes and allow for the internalization of some of the negative externalities linked to 

transport. More generally. they improve the efficiency of the allocation of economic 
resources. The recommendation of the Cannes European Council on "establishing fairer 
competition between modes of transrort" pointed this way and the adoption of the "vignette" 
Directive 93/89/EEC on 25.10.93 constitutes ar.other step in thi~ direction. 

( 'harges hased on !he actual use heing made flthe il{(raslmc/ure (e.g road tolls. elc.:.} 

should hecome increasin~ly used to dewlop PPPs. notahly hecause pmjecl related revenue 
great~v increases the potenlial for private invulvem'~"'· ll'hile freein~ scarce hudgelwy 
re.w m rces. 

12 Risk evaluation and transaction costs among the different public and private parties 
involved in a PPP could be reduced by improving the provision of factual knowledge so that 
planning ~nd negotiacions are carried out on an objective basis 

In tlus re.\pect the ( 'ommtssion could consider ll'uys oj' impmving the £1\'llilahi/ity of 
ji-equently, up-dated trc!ffic slallsflcs, amon~ which !he .\elling up £: tnt/fie statistics 
( Jhsen ·aff Jl)'. 
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Annex II 

TENs AND COMPETITION IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR 

I. The creation of the trans-European transport network will involve, at least for 
some of the links, calling on private investors to assist, either by themselves or together 
with the public authorities, in designing, funding, constructing and, where appropriate, 
operating the infrastructure 

2 Organizing infrastructure access so as to open it up to a range of users offering 
competing transport services or services in different market areas is one way of helping 
to obtain funding for the infrastructure as it will increase the income derived from its use 

3 The public authorities and private operators involved in projects often feel that the 
application of Community competition rules acts as an impediment to the development 
of these projects In order to assess exactly what kind of difficulties are being faced by 
the promoters of projects, talks were held with representatives from railway companies, 
the Ministries of Transport, banks, a specialized lawyer and promoters of ex1st1ng 
infrastructure and proposed infrastructure projects 

.:t These talh:s have shown that there a~e three types of problem 

a dearth of information on the pan of the people concerned, 
concern about the length of the pror~edures to be follov.·ed, 
the basic question of how to reconcile financial profitability and freedom of access 
to infrastructure 

TilE DEARTH OF INFORMATION 

Outline of the problem 

~ The talh:s held by the Commission have above all revealed that there is a general 
lach: of information about Community lav .. ' on the part of the promoters of infrastructure 

-The design of such infrastructure generally continues to be based solely on the legislation 
applicable in each Member State concerned and fails to g1ve due i111portance to 
Community legislation from the initial stages of the projects 

(1 Another point to emphasize is the general confusion between compet1t1on rules 
and Community. and/or national, rules on public procurement 

7 :\s a result of this state uf confusion. some promoters v ... ronglv bel1eve that 
Ctl111pl~<uKe with the spec1r1c rules on public prou1re111ellt suffices in order tu be 111 
conformity with Communitv law 

Solutions propos··<~ 

X The Commission 1s prepared to help to make more information available for all 
parties concerned with the creation of infrastructure the public authorities. transport 
companies. banks a11d pn,·ate 111vestors This illfonnatiOIJ must cover buth the basic rules 
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applicable to the Member States and to companies and the procedures to be followed in 
order to be granted exemptions. 

The Commission departments concerned therefore need to be involved as early as 
possible in the projects. Project promoters should therefore take the initiative to contact 
these departments as early as they can to obtain all necessary information and advice. 
The Commission guarantees total confidentiality in its examination of these projects For 
any information about competition rules. project leaders can contact Directorate
General IV or the Commission's "One-Stop Help Desk" (Fax 32 2 295 65 04) 

9 Project promoters should also contact their national competition authorities who 
will be able to provide them with all necessary information about competition rules 

TI-lE LENGTH OF THE PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWEU 

10 Outline of the Droblem 

Project promoters would like to receive the Commission's fofmal position on the 
eligibility of their project within a reasonable period of timt: 

However. the fact is that there are certain procedures which have to be followed by tht: 
Commission before it can adopt a formal decision and that these takt: time 

I I .Sl)lutions proposed 

Thert: are two possible solutions 

12 It is extremely useful if the parties involved contact the Commission depanmt:nts 
concerned before signing agreements This is often done when the Commission is 
haPdling important busint:ss and should avoid difticulties arising after the notification of 
the agrt:ements and thereby slowing down the processing of applications 

It \\dl also ensure that tht: Commission dt:partments CUIH:ernt:d are full~· informed about 
proJects from the very st<!rl and are therefore able tu process the applications more 
rapidly 

I :l It is also nt:cessary for the parties involved to be able to predict. \vith a rt::asonable 
degree of certainty, when they can expect to receive a reply from the Commission 
Fl'llowing the notification of agreements on rhe funding of TENs. and provided the 
parties have contacted the Commission departments before finalizing the agrt::ements. the 
Con1111ission will do its utmost to take a tina! decisitlll \\ithin a tiiaximum period of six 
months This presupposes tltat rhe Commission has all the necessary informatitHl 
available prior to notitication of tht: agreemt::nts 

TU E r~ELATIONSii IP BETWEEN FINANCIAL IL\Lr\NCE AND TilE IHCIIT OF 
ACCESS TO IN FRASTIHI( Ttl ru: 
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14 Out I i ne of the probl ern 

The infrastructure in question requires a high level of investment, repayable over very 
long periods, and with a generally low level of profitability 

15 Project promoters must therefore obtain the maxirnum of guarantees as regards the 
utilization of the infrastructure and the payment of user charges To do this, 
infrastructure operators can follow either of two approaches 

either wait until the infrastructure is complete before offering capacity to 
tr;;nspon companies wishing to provide services using the infrastructure, 

or reserve capacity, at the stan of the project. for transpon companies 
which for their part undertake to pay user charges 

I C1 None of the people met during the present study expressed the wish for all of the 
infrastructure c?. paci ty to be reserved for a single user This kind of reservation would 
limit the '<lUrccs of income from the Infrastructure 

17 On the other hand. all ot; them stressed the fact that the infrastru.:ture operator 
should bt! able, if he so wished, to reserve at least p<u1 of the '-'apacity for transport 
companies which contribute to the flllancial balance of the project There is also the 
question of the use of the transport equipment bought by compan1es which are also 
project prl'm oters • 

! ~ The proj.;ct promoters are also aware of the fact that the reservatil'n of capacity 
lWer a long period is contrary to the principles of freedom of access to infrastructure and 
competition 

JlJ Solutions proposed 

2tl CllllllllUillt\' leg1slatillll does not allow all Infrastructure cap<t.:lt\' Ill be reserved for 
il s1ngle c11mpa11\ ur group of companies but does not prevent an upcratur reser'.'i ng 
capacity for a nu111ber of companies which are <~ble tu operate transpl'rt services in 
com pet 1t1on 

~I The specitic features uf each project have to be taken into consideration when 
;1ssessing the la,,fulness uf the ctpac1ty reservation agreement The follo\ving general 
L'll!en;t nevertllele:-;~ appl\' 

If an 1nfrastructute operator wishes to g1ve rr;tnsport Ullllpanies the 
up1wrtunity uf re:-;ening capacity from the \'t'ry start uf the project, this 
upptlrtunitv should be proposed to all Cllilltnunitv underti1~111gs that 111ay 

be interested 

The capacity resel\ed for a company should he proportional to the direct 
ur indirect tinancial conllllitments entered into by that company and should 
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correspond to the operational requirements planned over a reasonable 
period 

A new infrastructure is generally not congested as soon as it is put into 
service A company, or a group of companies within the meaning of 
Article 3 of Directive 91/440/EEC, should therefore not have all of the 
capacity available reserved for it Some of the capacity should remain 
available so as to allow competing services to be operated by other 
com pam es 

The companies awarded user rights may not object to these rights being 
withdrawn if they are not used 

The duration of capacity-reservation agreements must nut exceed a 
re;isunable period of time. to be agreed in each par1icular rnstance 
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Annex ill 

PUBLIC PROCUREMENT RULES FOR TRANSPORT TEN 

(1) At Community level, existing public procurement rules lay down a framework for 
selecting, on a competitive basis, the contractors for the execution of a given piece of trans
port infrastructure. Either of two distinct sets of rules apply, Directives 93/37 for public 
authorities or 93/38 for the so-called utilities. The aim of the Directives is of course not to 
be an obstacle but to ensure value for money under the best possible conditions. 

(2) In order to clarify the possibilities offered by the existing legal texts with regard to 
their application in TENs and public/private partnerships, the Commission examined the 
compatibility of existing public procurement rules with: 

i) the technique of project .financing (concessiom) that allows the participation of 
the private sector on a risk basis in building and operating infrastructure projects 
in partnership with the public sector: 

ii) the need lo associate lhe privale sector as early as possible in studying the fea
sihility of an infrastructure project and participating in its conception. 

(3) The conclusion drawn is that the Directives do permit such activities and that conse
quently no legal action is required. The Commission view is that existing provisions on 
concessions under Directive 93/37 are an adequate framework for the participation of the 
private sector in the award of concessions by public authorities in the TENs priority projects 
As for pre-tender discussions the Commission view is that. in so far as effective competition 
is guaranteed in the tender phase. the principles of Community law do allow such prelimi
nary technical discussions 

(4) In order to inform all parties concerned about the possibilities for public/private sector 
co-operation offered by public procurement rules more detailed analysis of this issue is in
cluded in the Commission's Communication to the Council and to the European Parliament 
on Public Procurement in the European Union (reference to follow). The Commission will 
issue specific guidelines as appropriate in the course of 1996 

(5) In order to reduce any misunderstandings and delays in projects related to public 
procurement rules. it is recommended that for the priority projects Commission services are 
consulted before the publication of tender documents. For this purpose a "One-Stop Help 
Desk" (fax: 00 32 2 295 6504) has been established in the Commission to channel such 
requests. 
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Annex IV 

PROJECT AUTHORITIES FOR TRANS-EliROPEAN NET\VORK 
PROJECTS 

I. The Christophersen Group and the Essen European Council agreed that European 
level legal vehicles would greatly facilitate the coordination and financing of complex trans
national infrastructure projects. Ideally, a company should be created to own the project -
at least t~mporarily, and to implement and manage it. 

2. The Project Authority for a cross-border infrastructure project should consist of four 
elements: 

a project Agreement between the Member States involved 
a project Commission consisting of delegates of the Member States 
a project Promoter 
a project Company which acts as infrastructure manager 

The project agreement will normally ~e a memorandum of understanding during the 
promotion phase. but may need to be a treaty during construction. It should cover 
the project definition and details such as a description of the work to be undertaken, 
a timeschedule. and the financial and organisational arrangements. 

The pn~jecl c.:vmmtssion makes the day-to-day decisions during the execution of the 
project, keeping in contact with the national administrations and delegates. It must 
be empowered to do the necessary for granting the concessions. It may be appropriate 
to delegate part of its power to the project promoter and to the project company at 
some stage. 

The project promoter, could be an association or better a EEIG. involving at least 
all the public sector parties Since large infrastructure projects are mostly carried out 
in the public domain. political backing is crucial for their successful implementation. 
During the promotion phase the project promoter will initiate tirst technicaL 
economic and environmental studies, particularly on the economic viability and 
financial feasibility of the project During the execution of the project it acts as 
moderator and facilitator for the project. 

The pnyect company is a business undertaking which acts as an infrastructure 
manager. For railway infrastructure such an entity is defined in Directive 
91/440/EEC as "any public1 body or undertaking responsible in particular for 
establishing and maintaining railway infrastructure. as well as for operating the 
control and safety system" The legal form of the project company may change at 
the different stages of a project. it may start as a EEIG. but for detailed design and 
construction it must be a public company limited by shares. a "societe anonyme" or 
an equivalent form. such as that foreseen by the European Company Statute 

·nll.! l't101miS~Illl\ hdt~\..!'' th;ll puhh~,.· prl\al~ r.1nn~r-h1p l.'rlltlh .. ' ' ;,,10 h..: ~o'llll'Hkr.:d .1..' pub(h: lhHJI~' ltlf 1111' fltHThl'l:!'. ;L' th~y fullj( :l 

puhht.. ~~f\"h.;&: h\ rnl\ tdlllg r.llh\,1~ tllfr.l:-.lru~.t\11~ 
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On the more familiar national level, the legal framework and the government fulfil the 
role of the agreemelll and the commission, while the railway companies could undertake 
the role of project promoters and project management companies. 

3. In most cases the details of the priority projects are set out in a memorandum of 
understanding or in a treaty. Also, Intergovernmental Committees or working groups 
have been created for most projects, so the basic coordination mechanisms are in place. 
However, there are still problems with these arrangements as the delegates have to get 
endorsement from their respective administrations. The Committees or working groups 
do not have the power needed to effectively manage the projects. 

4. The Commission notes with satisfaction the first signs of cross-border coordination 
in the creation of a series of EEIGs (European Economic Interest Groupings) for the 
promotion of some transnational projects (see main report, paragraph 15). Railway 
companies seem to have recognised the advantages of cross-border coordination and, 
together with regional authorities, are taking advantage of the possibilities provided by 
this particular legal vehicle for carrying out preliminary economic and technical feasibility 
studies. 

S The provisions of the EEIGs do not meet the requirements of the execution phase 
of large scale infrastructure investments because of the unlimited liability of the project 
owners in such structures. This is a serious drawback as no other legal vehicle exists at 
the Community level that could be used in the execution phase of trans-national 
investment projects. Therefore, investors have to seek solutions through national legal 
structures (as in the case of the Channel Tunnel) or rely on inter-governmental co
operation (PBKAL. Brenner. most HST projects). However. such structures are usually 
expensive to set up and do not meet all the essential criteria such as protection for 
shareholders. limited liability of founders and the legal security of the instrument. 

To endow the Community with effective tools for undertaking cross-border investments 
and for attracting private investors in a public/private partnership.The Council should 
adopt. without further delay, the proposal on the European Company Statute. The 
benefits of such a statute would not only be felt in transport projects such as the high 
speed train and freight railway networks. but also in other TEN projects in the area of 
energy and telecommunications. 
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CONNECTING WITH CENTRAL AND EASTERN 
EUROPE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN 

A. CONNECTING ENERGY NETWORKS TO THIRD COUNTRIES 

The role of the Union 

I. The energy sector has been recognised as a major area for economic cooperation 
with third countries. both for reasons of European integration and because the 
Member States are largely dependent on external energy sources, particularly of gas, 
and it is desirable to increase the number of such sources in the interests of the 
Union's security of energy supply. Development of Union and other European 
energy production and transmission capacities is, indeed, one of the principles ofthe 
European Energy Charter. 

2. TEN energy priority projects and other common interest projects do take account of 
the need of the energy networks of the Union to be connected with those of third 
countries. There is specific provision in the TEN Energy Guidelines for the 
procedure to be followed in order for such projects to be recognised as "mutual 
interest projects" by the third countries concerned. within the framework of existing 
agreements between the Union and such countries. 

3. In both the electricity and natural gas sectors. the studies supported under the 
PHARE and TACIS programmes. in conjunction with those that will be supported 
from 199S under the Energy TEN programme where projects of common interest are 
concerned. will lead to the selection of priority network projects for the third 
countries concerned. 

Electricity networks 

4. The development o' electricity interconnections with third countries is a priority for 
the Community Guidelines: there are projects for the interconnection of the Union 
with the Countries of Central and Eastern Europe including the Baltic Sea and the 
Balkan regions. the CIS. the EEA countries. Switzerland. the countries of North 
Africa and the Mediterranean. 

S. In the wider European context. test connection of the Centre! (Poland, Czech 
Republic. Slovakia and Hungary) and (Western European) UCPTE electricity grids 
was successfully carried out in October 1995. This represents an important stage in 
the integration of the European electricity grids. Further extension of the UCPTE 
grid towards the Balkan countries and the interconnection of the extended UCPTE 
grid with the CIS countries are the subject of studies under the PHARE and T ACIS 
programmes. In thr Mediterranean area, a submarine electricity connection between 
Spain and Morocco is being established, and in the Eastern Mediterranean electricity 
connections between Greece and Turkey and between Turkey and Syria are also 
envisaged. 
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Natural gas networks 

6. Where natural gas is concerned, interconnections have been or are being made with 
third country gas grids so as to allow either the transmission or the transit of gas to 
the Union. This is increasingly the case with Norway, the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe and the CIS, and those of the Mediterranean, in particular North 
Mrica, with pipelines from Algeria through Tunisia to Italy and from Algeria 
through Morocco to Spain and on to France. Studies of East-West gas 
interconnections in Europe and of regional projects of interest to Central and Eastern 
European and/or Union countries have been and are being made under the PHARE 
programme. 

B. CONNECTING TRANSPORT NETWORKS TO THIRD COUNTRIES 

(a) CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Infrastructure development 

I. Connecting Trans-European-Networks to the Countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe not only serves a short and medium term objective of stimulating economic 
growth and employment. but also helps to integrate their economies with that of the 
Union. 

2. An essential element for the accelerated improvement of infrastructure is the gradual 
harmonisation of legislative and regulatory mechanisms which are applied in the 
region. The adoption by the CEC's of the "Acquis communautaire" is moreover essential 
for their integration into the Union. The Union is tackling this process of "legislative 
approximation" through three complementary processes: " 

the implementation of the Europe Agreements ; 
the negotiation of sectoral market access agreements ; 
the White Paper on the. extension ofthe Internal Market legislation to the Central 
European countries. 

The aim of these processes is to establish stnrctures that prevent distortion of competition 
in emerging transport, telecommunication and energy markets and to promote 
international trade and cooperation. 

3. The potential investment level in Trans-European Networks is enormous. The full 
development of main international road transport corridors1 for Central and Eastern 
Europe is estimated to require funds between 30 to 45 billion ECU. Upgrading main 
international railway lines' to Western European standards is estimated to require a further 

l'nntntunity surpur1 is g.:ar.:d lu th..: nin..: "L'r..:h: t'un-idt,rs" in lin..: \\'ith lh..: cnr11.:lusiuns nf thi.! s.:t:l'~lld Pan-Eurnp\!';111 Tr;~n:-;purt 

l\onfi:r.:nc.:. l'rch: ~ L&rd1 I 'J'J.J 
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25 to 30 billion ECU. Such a level of investment reaches not only beyond the absorptive 
financial and institutional capacities of the Central and Eastern European Countries 
themselves, but also beyond the availability of external finance. 

4. Pressures on strained national budgets makes the financing of infrastructure 
increasingly problematic. While International Financial Institutions are undoubtedly called 
upon to provide a major share of the financial requirements for the modernisation and 
upgrading of transport systems, the sheer scope of the required financial resources is such 
that supplementary arrangements and non-conventional financing with private sector 
involvement will be required. 

5. The Trans-European Network approach adds a particular dimension to this process 
as a significant part of the economic viability of individual proJects stems from their 
integration into the overall network. Individual links need to be appraised from a network 
perspective, extending far beyond national borderlines. The network approach introduces 
considerable opportunities as the profitability of region-wide networks exceeds the 
profitability of the individual links constituting the network. 

6. As different legal and regulatory frameworks have to co-exist and as a 
supplementary level of coordination ~etween different countries arises, particularly for 
cross-border projects, additional difficulties arise. Thus transnational links often suffer 
from ditferent national preferences and priorities on each side of the border. 

Because of interrelations between projects belonging to the same network, delays in the 
realisation of certain key links have a significant impact on the revenues of already 
existing links through revenue shortfalls. A concerted, coordinated and accelerated build
up of the network. minimising leads and lags in the realisation of key links, is therefore 
bound to improve significantly the economic benefits for all parties concerned thus 
enhancing the possibilities for a fast realisation of the project. 

7. Especially in the light of the economic situation in the Countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe it is essential that the planned infrastructure should be closely adapted to 
actual needs in order to use the scarce available resources in an optimal way. 
Development of Trans-European-Networks in Central and Eastern Europe must th~refore 

be based on a realistic assessment of infrast111cture demand. 

8. Projects otTering the highest rate of return would rather involve the maintenance, 
rehabilitation and upgrading of existing infrastructure than the construction of brand new 
motor ways and high-speed rail lines. There will of course always be justification for the 
need to construct some new infrastructure for instance the removal of bottl.e-necks such 
as urban by-passes, border crossing points, a few selected stretches of road where the 
traftic is particularly heavy and where existing infrastn1cture is dilapidated. 

The role of the llnion 

9 The Treaty of European Union stipulates that in the tield of Trans-European
Networks "the Community may decide to cooperate with third countries to promote 
projects of mutual interest and to ensure the inter-operability of networks." The 
As::.;ociation Agreements with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe foresee that a 
priority area of cooperation shall be "constmction and modernization, on major routes of 
common interest and trans-European links" of transport infrastructure. 



10. The European Council in Copenhagen in June 1993 emphasised that the 
Community should support the development of infrastructure networks in Central and 
Eastern Europe mainly through the temporary lending facility of the European Investment 
Bank. At its meeting in Essen in December 1994, the European Council decided on a 
comprehensive strategy for preparing the associated Countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe for accession to the European Union. The Pre-accession Strategy highlighted that 
the integration of the associated countries into the Trans-European-Networks is a key 
element in strengthening their economic and political ties to the Union. 

II. Community support is geared to the nine "Crete corridors" in line with the 
conclusions of the Pan-European Conference in 1994. 

12. Within the framework of G24 coordination. Memoranda of Understanding 
between the various Governments and the Commission have been signed. to promote the 
coordinated development of the Berlin-Warsaw-Minsk-Moscow and Helsinki-St 
Petersburg-Moscow-Kiev-Bucharest-Piovdiv-Aiexandroupolis corridors. 

13. A structured dialogue between Transport Ministers from central and eastern 
European countries and the Council, initiated at a joint meeting on 28 September, will 
continue to assess needs and agree projects of mutual interest. 

PHARE 

14. The Council emphasised that Phare should offer technical assistance and 
authorised the Phare Programme within the existing budgetary limits to provide 
additional funds for capital expenditures for the development of infrastructure of 
community interest. 

15. Following the Essen Council the Commission has developed Phare in the 
direction of a Multi-annual financial instrument and significantly increased the investment 
focus. Today up to 25 % of the total Phare appropriations can be made available for the 
co-financing of infrastructure projects notably related to the development of Trans
European-Networks. Multi-annual investment programmes for the development of Trans
European-Networks covering the period 1995 to 1999 have been negotiated with all the 
Partner Countries with the close involvement of the International Financial Institutions 
and notably the European Investment Bank. 

16. The Phare contribution for the co-financing of infrastructure projects related to the 
Trans-European Transport Network is planned to increase to around 190 MECU in 1996. 
The corresponding tigures in 1993, 1994 and 1995 were 30 MECU, 75 MECU and 119 
MECU. 

B;tlkan Region 

17. The Union attaches great significance to improving the networks of the successor 
states to the former Yugoslavia in an integrated Trans-European framework taking into 
account Community priori ties ahd to promoting cooperation between these states towards 
that end, as soon as political circumstances permit. 
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(b) THE EURO-MEDITERRANEAN PARTNERSHIP 

18. . At the Essen and Cannes meetings, the European Council proposed a new approach 
to the Union's Mediterranean partners. The economic dimension of the Euro-Mediterranean 
partnership provides for the Mediterranean partners to be integrated into a Euro
Mediterranean economic area. The aim of opening up the Mediterranean. countries 
economically and integrating them into the. European (EU and non-EU) economy 
presupposes that these countries have efficient economic infrastructure systems, in 
particular in the transport, energy and telecommunications sectors. The linking of the trans
European networks in these areas to the corresponding infrastructure in the Mediterranean 
Basin (or their joint development) is therefore at the heart of the issue of the Euro
Mediterranean partnership. 

19. The draft Declaration and work programme adopted at the Barcelona Conference 
(27-28 November) specifically refer to this in the sections on transport, telecommunications 
and energy. Although, because of the level of development, the high-speed train networks 
do not have any great potential in the Mediterranean region, the connection and extension 
of the road transport (motorway, ports), telecommunications and energy networks are 
nevertheless essential for the integration of the Mediterranean economies into the European 
economy. \.' 
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JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS (JEPs) 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL "NETWORK" APPROACH FOR WATER AND WASTE 

1. At the Essen European Council the Heads of State or Government have taken note 
of the potential relevance of a network approach in selected sectors of 
environmental protection. have invited the Commission, the Council and Member 
States to examine the possibility of establishing guidelines for environmental 
network infrastructure and the obstacles to environmental infrastructure. stressing 
the use of existing financial instruments in support of possible future guidelines 
and priority projects. 

2. To follow up the Essen mandate, the Commission established a High Level 
Working Group with representatives of the national environmental departments. 
The Group convened four times. In addition. the Commission organized in 
October a workshop on waste and one on water at which were attending public 
and private competent experts and authorities. 

3. The network approach as it was envisaged in the White Paper on Growth, 
Competitiveness and Employment, was not the result of theoretical or conceptual 
considerations. It was conceived to solve problems in a practical manner. In fact, 
the network approach it is aimed at ensuring the realisation of certain 
infrastructure investments in which the economic benefits have an impact which 
is spread beyond their immediate geographic location. These are the type of 
investments which are essential in order that the potential of the internal market 
be attained. but which are hampered ~y administrative and financial constraints. 

4. In the transport, energy and telecommunications sector, these investments aim at 
ensuring the interconnection of existing networks in order to fully develop their 
potential. In the case of the environment. such investments are aimed at ensuring 
an effective solution to the problem of resource management and/or pollution 
which because of its cross border dimension gives rise to frictions and constrains 
productive activities or risks being a direct or indirect obstacle to free exchange 
within the internal market. 

5. In most of these cases, the difficulties which slow down or constrain investment 
result essentially from: 

- the difficulty of ensuring an equitable and balanced sharing of the costs and 
benefits in relation to the territorial impact of the problem 

-the difficulties in promoting an operational and effective partnership between the 
many public and private sector actors involved 

- the difficulty of taking action at the operational level in a context characterised 
by signiticant administrative. regulatory and cultural differences 

- the difficulty to overcome the decentralized nature of responsibilities for the 
design. financing and implementing of the relative small size environmental 
projects 
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6. On the basis of the analysis and deliberations on future prospects conducted by 
the high level group as well as the workshops, the Commission considers that 
environmental investment should benefit from a similar support as that which is 
given to investment in the transport, energy and telecommunications fields. In 
effect, environmental investment is important in order to fully exploit the potential 
of the internal market. As well. the modalities applied in a network approach are 
equally applicable in the environment as compared to the other sectors. 

7. Taking into account the specific characteristics of the environmental sector, the 
high level group agreed to define initiatives in this context as "Joint 
Environmenhl Projects (JEPs) The latter is defined as "a course of actions by 
Member States a~tingjointly or in coordination to develop a project or prepare the 
development of a project of common interest for environmental protection and 
improvement within the Union". These projects should ensure or accelerate the 
realisation of investment which is necessary to fully exploit the potential of the 
internal market. In this perspective, the approach aims at ensuring a more 
efficient and effective use of both administrative and financial resources. In their 
implementation. JEPs will promote and enhance the development of new and 
clean technology. 

8. The high level working group established selection criteria for JEPs. (see Annex 
8.2) . 

9. The two workshops came up with concrete project proposals, some of which are 
in an advanced stage of preparation and could be launched within a relative short 
delay (see annex 8.2). Both the high level group and the workshops underlined 
that if the projects are to be successfully launched an administrative and financial 
incentive should be provided . It involves not only a more optimal use of existing 
financial instruments. but also the inclusion of JEPs in those which are up to now 
limited to infrastructure projects in the field of transport, energy and 
telecommunication. 

10 In the opinion of the Commission the next step in this dossier implies selecting 
and implementing a certain number of pilot projects aimed at testing 
implementation modalities. 

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS AND DELffiERATIONS ON FUTURE 
PROSPECTS 

I. JUSIIFJCA IION OF ACTION. 

A. HORIZONI AL CONSIDERA IIONS 

I I. A joint approach will optimize the cost effectiveness of the investments, increase 
the environmental benefits and thus the overall economic viability of the 
investment. Other advantages including acceleration of the investment, achievement 
of higher standards and capacity harmonisation can be availed of It will create the 
conditions for increased employment and coherence at the Community level in the 
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implementation of certain environmental interests. Joint Environmental Projects are 
not per se aiming at the fulfilment of the obligations which derive from existing 
Community environmental legislation. 

12. Promoting JEPs could give rise to the following more specific economic and 
financial benefits which could outweigh economic costs: 

(a) Concertation of existing environmental technology would be encouraged and, 
therefore, economies of scale could be more rapidly available at the research and 
development/application stage, on the design of projects and on the suppliers side. 

(b) New environmental technologies would be encouraged, leading to the creation of 
new domestic and export markets ( market scale for the EU is expected 20 billion 
ECU/p.a, worldwide 200+ billion ECU/p.a. by the end of millennium ) 

(c) Reduction of financial costs, both capital and operating. 
A coordinated and better planned investment reduces the risks of failures and 
delays. A meaningful packaging of relative small projects reduces the 
administration cost and hence the spread required from the financial institutions. 
Further cost reductions can be achieved by avoiding duplication, reducing logistical 
costs, developing markets for ·quality· recycled materials (waste) etc. 

B. WASTE. 

13 A large and continually increasing quantity of the waste produced in the EU 
Member States ( in total: 700 million tonnes of which industry 30% and municipal 
waste 17% ) is still discharged without any form of recovery or environmentally 
friendly treatment. Only some Member States have developed some infrastructure 
to manage their waste. Many suffer from an overdependence on (older) landfills 
(70%) as a disposal route with its negative environmental impacts, like pollution 
of ground water and surface water, greenhouse effects (methane emissions). 
Contrary to the U.S.A, there is still limited experience in the EU in providing 
integrated waste management services. Alternatives, in particular recycling and 
incineration with energy recovery , will become crucial elements for a greater 
sustainability in an overall process of waste minimisation 

14. During the workshop on waste (Brussels, 19/20 October. 1995) the j usti frcati on for 
acting jointly derived from the strong need to effectively remedy a great 
information gap on both waste management techniques and markets for the 
recovered products Taking account of the different degrees of development in and 
demand for environmental infrastructure in the different regions of the European 
Union, the implementation of JEPS would contribute to a reduction of these 
differences and hence strengthen cohesion between the different areas. 

15 Another justification for JEPs which is particularly relevant in the field of recycling 
is related to the desirability of reaching critical volumes of waste in order to make 
projects economic viable and to reduce logistics costs e.g. in waste collection by 
developing networks of installations. JEPs create an opportunity for developing 
projects involving both the private and public sector Furthermore . JEPs will 
stimulate. on a voluntary basis, a better mtegration of environmental considerations 
in the various industrial sectors. 
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16. At the workshop four different categories of waste flows (plastic, electronic 
consumer goods, 11 end of life II vehicles and the issue of heavy metals) were 
selected for examination by participants representing experts from private and 
governmental bodies. The workshop identified some 30 projects within the different 
categories. The main conclusion of this workshop was that JEPs respond to a clear 
need. It is worthwhile to proceed with JEPS through bringing necessary 
partners/actors together and by creating the means for realization. 

Annex I gives an overview of the most promising examples . 

C. WATER: 

17 To an ever increasing extent, different areas within the European Union are 
confronted with constraints in economic growth due to water shortages 
(Spain,lslands etc). Other areas face a quality problem derived from heavy use and 
discharges or have experienced the (repeated) problems of flooding. Other 
technological and institutional inefficiencies in water management like high levels 
of water wastage (leakage of treated (potable) water is estimated at around 15% or 
3 billion ECU), relative low recycling rates in manufacturing industry or limited 
institutional capacity due to a high degree of fragmentation are demanding different 
and in some cases joint responses for a more efficient use, control and clean-up 
of water. 

18. Water policy is an obvious area for international cooperation and therefore for 
Joint Environmental Projects. Rivers, lakes and ground water aquifers do not 
respect international boundaries and, indeed, rivers, lakes and seas often actually 
delineate such boundaries. Pollution from one Member State will often impact on 
another and water abstraction from one Member State might lower water levels in 
their neighbour's territory International cooperation should therefore be the norm 
in this policy area and, increasingly, this is so. A number of international 
conventions and agreements cover the management of these joint resources. 
Additionally, the Commission is considering a more institutionalised approach to 
the question of river management which would require cooperation in water 
management (quality and quantity) on a river basin basis. 

19 JEPs are mechanisms with a joint approach to common problems. In other words, 
rather than have each Member State work separately on the solution to a common 
problem in the design or construction of their physical infrastructure, they could 
cooperate in the exchange of ideas and share in the costs in developing appropriate 
technologies and monitoring and setting up pilot projects. A wide range of JEPs 
can be established dealing \o,;ith infrastructure issues They will not necessarily 
involve support for the actual construction of the physical infrastructure where there 
would appear to be little to be gained from a joint approach. Rather JEPs should 
facilitate rhat the Member States can undertake measures more quickly, more 
efficiently or reach more ambitious targets. 

20 The Water workshop (Copenhagen. October 11112, 1995) acknowledged the 
importance of a River Basin Management (RBM) as an overall guiding principle 
in water management Covering more than two Member States River Basin 
Management falls naturally within the concept of JEPs. Coordinated planning and 
management (quality and quantity) of shared river basins is essential for 
environmental and economic reasons. The Rhine and the Elbe Commission have 
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produced considerable improvements in the water quality. As regards the quantity 
aspects new arrangements have to be made. The projects which were identified by 
the Workshop dealt with the different aspects of rehabilitation. maintenance and 
use of the larger shared river basins in Europe. Referring to the floods in the 
different Member States a European 11 flood alleviation and wetland restoration 11 

project could be considered as a Joint Environmental Project. For the other shared 
European river basins it seems natural to learn from the existing bodies. The 
formation of an II umbrella network II of river basin commissions could be the 
cooperative structure under which relevant JEPs projects could be developed or 
implemented. 

21. For the Water Workshop four different target areas were selected : 1) Water 
(supply) management including reduction of water demand; 2) Waste water 
treatment and sewage disposal; 3) Port waste facilities; and 4) River basin and 
surface water(resources) management. 
The workshop identified series of projects distinguishing two categories of projects 
examples 
a) Projects which include a distinct physical network. 
b) Projects which lead to (better. cost saving and/or faster) improvements m 

environmental infrastructure. 

Annex [] gives the most relevant project examples 
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U CRITERIA TO BE RESPECTED 

22 As mentioned above the ad-hoc Group has shaped and defined the .. networking·· 
approach into Joint Environmental Projects in order to better define the needs, the 
scope and the objectives of the possible environmental undertakings. A set of nine 
guiding criteria ( See annex m ) provides a framework, in which the various 
objectives of JEPs should be achieved. They cover in part descriptive. essential and 
desirable factors: 
- strengthening joint and more coordinated actions between Member States (i.e. a 

minimum of two}, possibly involving non-Union countries when significant 
benefits could be accrued within the territory of the Union , as an answer to 
important environmental problems in the water and waste sectors. 

- enhancing the relationship between environmental effectiveness and economic 
efficiency (added-value). 

- stimulating the development and the implementation of new technology under 
adequate conditions of scale 

- intensifying, where opponune, public/private partnerships in financing and 
implementing the projects and 

- Obviously. assisting in achieving in a more coherent way agreed Community 
policies and objectives . \.' 

23. The results of the two workshops made it clear that these guiding principles/criteria 
were an appropriate basis towards the realization of JEPs . It became evident that 
a clear need - in the waste workshop recognized from both the public and private 
sector - for JEPs and that a range of the environmental infrastructure investments 
, in view of cost-effectiveness considerations, should only be envisaged in a joint 
approach 

ill CONSTRAINTS TO BE ADDRESSED 

24. There are some constraints to the further development of JEPs. In many of the 
instances there are linked to the specific institutional and administrative situation 
of the environmental sector. The main impediment which has been experienced is 
the decentralized nature of responsibilities for the design, financing and 
implementing of environmental infrastructure projects. In particular. the water sector 
which is very fragmented is more reluctant to cooperate 

25 With so many different players involved, the following difficulties could be 
encountered 
- a lack of a focal point for JEPs further development and promotion. 

a deficient structured flow of information (availability and quality of data for 
those potentially involved, 
different levels of experience/sophistication of the local/regional authorities; 
the organisational gap between the central and more regulatory oriented 
government bodies and the more implementation and operationally oriented 
I ocal/regional authorities; 
different approaches between Member States on the actual involvement and 
potential role of private operators and vice versa ; 
a lack of will/incentive to act jointly. 

26 Other constraints are of a more regulatory nature partly due to existing regulation 
but also in some instances due to a lack of regulation. e g. different and sometimes 



opportunistic interpretations of existing Community or national waste regulations 
("proximity" principle) complicates transboundary transport. There is a need of 
certain (quality) standardization of waste treatment and recycled products . 
Harmonization in waste handling . standardization and certification will result in 
more homogeneous fractions . secondary raw materials and final products 
facilitating an increase in markets. 

27. Further examination might be necessary into the question as to whether price 
differences between the Member States for water and waste disposal inhibits the 
cooperation or the joint undertakings between the Member States. 

28. On the financing of JEPs the following can be said. JEPs are by definition (see 
criteria) more likely to yield higher benefits/profits than if the same problems were 
treated separately by different national operators. In these circumstances it will be 
difficult a priori to justify on economic grounds any element of continuing 
grant/subsidy per se .The existing sources of finance for environmental 
infrastructure (Community and national) are of course under heavy pressure from 
the demands of Member States implementing EU directives. With regard to 
investment finance from public sources there is always an opportunity cost to be 
reckoned with. whatever the nature of the investment. 

29. The very organisation of JEPs involves inherent difficulties which must be faced and 
solved by the partners if the project is to get off the ground. As stated above. these 
involve the added complications of different standards, planning procedures, 
regulations and pricing etc.There is therefore a case to request some incentives to 
offset these up-front constraints. 

30. It is clear that if the realization of JEPs producing significant economic and 
environmental benefits can be more rapidly mobilized by means of a financial 
incentive to prompt and accelerate the process. an incentive financing for 
(additional) up-front costs is justified i.e by financing (pre-) feasibility studies, pilot 
projects, demonstration plants etc. Once the "added value" in terms of economic 
efficiency and environmental effectiveness of the projects can be determined in more 
precise terms. the necessary financial engineering at the subsequent realization stage 
will be much facilitated. 

31. At EU level. several existing financing instruments could. in principle, kick-start 
the process Most suited for the immediate necessities of JEPs incentive financing 
could be the financial instrument for the environment (LIFE). which already allows 
for demonstration projects, awareness raising projects and technical assistance 
projects. LIFE. though, imposes restrictions as to the financing of feasibility studies 
and "typical infrastructure projects ... Besides. the overall amounts available and the 
ceilings for the different eligible activities would allow only for the financing of a 
few and very small projects. 

32 Other possibilities consist of the Cohesion Fund and Structural Funds illler alia the 
Community Initiative programme rNTERREG II and the so-called Art. 10 
(innovative) actions within the framework of the European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) However. these possibilities are limited because most of the monies 
are already earmarked anhe operational level for the coming years and furthermore. 
the functional and the geographic eligibility criteria do not allow for a horizontal 
application linked to the implementation of JEPs. There is also the European 
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Investment Fund (ElF). It could play a more active role as a leverage mechanism. 
either by extending its guarantees to JEPs or by facilitating equity participation. In 
this perspective. the environment \vould have to be integrated as a separate 
objective in the ElF Statute 

33. However, given the above-mentioned constraints. in particular the 
institutional/administrative ones. and the necessity of a visible acknowledgement 
incentive financing of JEPs should imply a financial support analogous to that 
provided for TENs. 

x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x 
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ANNEX l - EXAMPLES 

a. Plastic 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME SPECIFIC WASTE PROJECT 
from the workshop on waste (Brussel. 19/20 October) 

Plastic is a material which can be found in most consumable products, therefore the 
results of the parallel session on plastic waste should be seen jointly with those of the 
other 3 parallel sessions. 

The proposals which correspond best to JEPs.1mplying that they are not only "ideas" but 
have reached a more advanced maturity stage are: 

l. Buildins of joint plants for the re<eycling of engineering plastics 

This is very good example of waste for which the volumes reached at national level do 
not economically justify their recycling. Therefore such plastics are at present discarded. 
while, if a common strategy was developed, they could be recycled and put on the 
market again. 

2. Development of joint facilities to treat PVC cables containing heavv metals 

The presence of hazardous substances, such as heavy metals. in waste is one of the major 
concerns of the EU waste management policy. 
This is an example of pilot project. already developed at laboratory scale in Denmark. 
which could be more effectively brought to full operational scale by a joint action 
between several Member States. 

3 Extension to other waste streams of existing recycling schemes and technology In . 
pa11icular: end-of-life vehicles and electrical/electronic waste 

A recycling programme for the recycling of large quantities of discarded plastic 
equipment is already initiated. bringing together all the actors of the chain, from the 
producer. to the recycler Such an experience could be transferred to other waste streams 
with the participation of several Member States. 

4 Creation of EU wide or international data basis on recovery technologies and of market 
opportunities 

One major obstacle for recycling in scarcely populated areas relates to the difficulty of 
obtaining the necessary information. 
The possibility to advertise recycled products at large distances. in particular via illlemet, 

and to access to computerized information networks could help solving this problem. 

S Setting up of an integrated network for recycling PET bottles 

The experience gained in the USA may be of help It concerns in particular highly 
populated areas New recycling technologies can be developed around this kind of waste. 
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b. Electronic Consumer goods 

1. Recovery of Television-sets and Personal Computers-monitors 

After collection of TV-sets and PC-monitors, appropriate dismantling and de-pollution are 
required in order to optimise both separation of parts and materials and recovery of these. 
Existing environmental and economy of scale problems for the recovery of television sets 
(screens and CRTs in particular) and PC-monitors. may be overcome by the networking 
of intermediate disassembly units and recovery installations in different Member States 
of the European Union. 
The composition of CRTs and PC-screens varies greatly: the development of a data base 
for easing recovery processes is required. 

2. Recyclina of batteries from electrical and electronic eguipment 

Batteries, part of electrical and electronic devices and appliances vary in size and type. 
Despite the fact that they contain hazardous substances, batteries are mostly disposed of 
in landfills witho:Jt precaution. 
Networking of facilities which after an appropriate collection of old batteries, provide for 
their efficient separation (button cells. silver oxide, nickel-cadmium. etc) as well as 
recovery, would contribute to overcoming the problem's economy of scale as well as 
decreasing the environmental risk. 

3. Monitoring of the electronic consumer goods waste stream and establishment of an 
information centre 

The optimisation of existing or future infrastructures for the management of the electronic 
consumer goods waste stream requires an adequate knowledge of the quantities and types 
of products put into the market (per year), customer's behaviour, the flow of products and 
materials, information on refurbishing the level of recovery treatme-nts. 
A joint european network which could lead to and information centre (of network of 
centres) would cover the constant request for d·ata of that nature and serve the needs of 
dismantlers and recyclers of those appliances 

c. End-of-life vehicles (ELV) 

With a view to the arising quantity of waste from end of life vehicles (EL V) as well as 
its hazardous characteristics the JEPS workshop has given due attention to possible means 
to improve the situation of the treatment of EL V Given that the metallic part of a car (70 
- 75%, with a tendency to decrease) apparently does not pose major difficulties in terms 
of proper handling and recovery, the automotive group focused mainly on the remaining 
part. which are the shredder residues 

Four projects were proposed, based on an analysis of the automotive life cycle from the 
design phase until the treatment of the EL V as illustrated in the figure below. 
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LIFE CYCLE OF POSSIBLE JEPS 
CARS 

Design (A) Feedback of recyclers to: 
( 1) car makers 
(2) material suppliers 

Consumption No projects 

Parts trade No projects 

Dismantling (B) Larger scale European network for 
Dismantling material trade. 
materials Life cycle analysis (e.g. what are the costs 

of transport ?) 

(C) Clas~ification system of quality 

Shredder NFM No projects 

Fluff (D) 
(!)Larger scale for incineration with energy recovery 
(2) Larg~r scale for further sepa'ration for material re-use 

FM No projects 

FA4 = Ferrous merals 
NF.\4 = Non-faruus metals 
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The projects can roughly described as follows: 

a) Infrastructure for exchange of information between car manufacturers, material 
suppliers and recovery industry. 

b) Establishment of a European network for recovery material from EL V. 
c) Classification system of the content of materials to be recovered which can not be 

traded as parts. 
d) Establishment of an infrastructure for the treatment and valorisation of shredder 

residue. 

The proposals reflect the unsatisfactory situation at present where there is a lack of both 
an exchange of information between the different economic operators involved and, partly 
due to this, economies of scale . 

The participants stressed the importance of approaching each project on its own merits 
and feasibility.The group clearly felt that the pursuit of the proposed projects would yield 
in considerable economies of scale and positive environmental impact. 

Possible confidentiality of information was identified as an obstacle to open exchange of 
information. The administrative burden arising out of legislation on the shipment of 
waste was mentioned as another obstacle to the establishment of a European network for 
recovery material from EL V as well as of an infrastructure for the treatment and 
valorisation of shredder residue 

d. Heavy Metals 

I. Treatment and management of residues from waste combustion 

Waste incineration is an economic activity which is of importance in all EC Member 
States. The treatment and/or disposal of residues of such incineration raises considerable 
problems; optimal solutions have not yet been found The project aims at developing 
processes for the treatment of such residues, the recovery of materials and the safe 
disposal of residues, including demonstration projects. 

2. Treatment of mercury-containing wastes 

Mercury-containing wastes are often small in volume, but are very hazardous and difficult 
to treat. This leads to very high treatment costs. The project aims at creating a joint plant 
for several Member States. which would be economically attractive for participating 
countries. 

3. Decontamination of soil contaminated with heavy metals 

The project aims at developing the technology for a cost-effective large-scale treatment 
of soil which is contaminated with heavy metals. Its environmental and economic interest 
is particularly great in urban agglomerations 
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ANNEX 2 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME SPECIFIC PROJECT EXAMPLES 
from the Water workshop (Copenhagen, 11/12 October 1995) 

a) Projects which include a distinct physical network; 
b) Projects which lead to (better, cost saving and/or faster) improvements tn 

environmental infrastructure. 

As regards the first category two groups of projects are mentioned: 

1) Port reception facilities 

This relates to a cluster of projects which if done jointly will improve the situation 
of dumping waste at sea and consists of three main components: 
- Upgrading of current technology for reception and treatment of chemical port waste, 

i.e. ballast water, bilge water,etc. to improve the cost recovery 
Construction and extension of adequate port waste facilities particularly in the 
Mediterranean and the Eastern Baltic Sea. 

- Setting up a tracking system monitoring the waste flow between the ports of 
Europe. 

Development of a cost-effective surveillance satellite to detect accidental spills and 
illegal discharges enabling a better and quicker response from ground recovery 
equipment could be considered within this group of projects. 

2) River monitoring systems 

In order to enable a coordinated planning and management for a River Basin a 
river monitoring network is necessary The monitoring system should both serve water 
resources management and contingency purposes facilitating the involved countries 
to predict and deal with current water shortages and water quality changes. The 
system should involve on-line monitoring and transboundary electronic 
interconnections between tbe stations along the river basins. Such a system could be 
a tool for planning common investments in other infrastmcture installations like dams, 
specific treatment plants etc. 

The second category of project examples include common parallel 
pilot/implementation projects in various Member States. addressing similar 
infrastructure problems with new or available technologies. A range of projects were 
discuss~d in the workshop of which some are mentioned here · 

1) Use of alternative water resources in future urban water supply. 

A project concerning development and implementation of a new concept of urban 
water management including specific projects on substitution of drinking water with 
secondary \Vater sources of lower quality (rain water. slightly polluted ground water, 
treated waste \Vater etc.) for specific purposes 
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2) Sludge treatment and disposal. 
r 

Projects dealing with processes for treatment of waste water sludge in relation to the 
final means of disposal and the potential environmental problems this may cause. 
Processes for the removal of hea\j metals from waste water sludge prior to its 
disposal on agriculture land is essential. In addition, the management of industrial 
discharges in relation to control of the input of harmful substances into the public 
sewer needs to be addressed. 

3) Nitrogen removal at low temperatures. 

Development and implementation of facility modifications and operational strategies 
for safe and stable performance of the temperature sensitive nitrification process in 
urban waste water treatment plants in cold and temperate climate. 

4) Waste water treatment for specific areas. 

The establishment of waste water treatment facilities in small communities with e.g. 
large seasonal invasions of tourists. Projects could include the implementation of 
small waste water treatment plarits as well as larger central facilities, in which the 
space capacity out of the tourist season is used for treatment of septic sewage from 
the local population. 

5) Storm water treatment and reuse. 

The development and establishment of simple treatment facilities for storm water like 
sedimentation ponds. Because of the low content of pollutants typical for storm water, 
the possibility of reuse for agriculture or other purposes is obvious.Depending on the 
purpose for v.:hich the water is reused, monitoring of water quality and in some cases 
further treatment are factors of importance. 
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CRITERIA FOR JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS 

DESCRIPTION 

1. Member States acting jointly or in coordination to develop a project (or prepare the 
development of a project ) of common interest for environmental protection and 
improvement within the Union. Projects involving non-Union countries may be treated 
as JEPS when the significant benefits therefrom accrue within the territory in the 
Union. 

2. JEPS would provide opportunities for the development of new technology allowing 
for its implementation under economic viable conditions. 

3. Any Community support for JEPS should not include support for a R&D and 
technology project for which funds are available 

CRITERIA 

Essential: 

4 As compared to purely national projects, a JEP- project shall yield significant "value 
added" in the sense of environmental effectiveness and capital and operational cost 
savtngs. 

5. Major EU environmental priority policy areas e.g. in the water and waste sector shall 
be targeted and within those and other relevant sectors JEPS shall assist in achieving 
agreed Community policies and objectives. 

6. The project will concern significant physical, including monitoring, infrastructure 
projects and objectives. 

Desirable: 

7. It should lead to the development of new and improved structures of administrative 
partnership between Member States. 

8. Desirably, the project should promote the development and use of advanced 
environmental technology. 

9. The project should. where appropriate. involve the private sector. 
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Annex I: PROGRESS OF TEN LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURES 
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liST I 5 .-\pnl 19'J~ 2.1 No• cm~r I'J'J~ 2H Scprcmb<r I 'J'J~ I'J Januuy 1'1?5 21 SC(>Icnthcr 199S 
inlcropcrabihl\ 

THJ'.CO"IS 

Global opprooch 31 "'a~ 1995 pending pcnd1ng bnual)· 199(, ~ b<g1rvung 1996 

ISDN 
Guidclino. 12 H11ch 1993 21 Dcccmhcr 199.1 17 "'a' 199~ 19 .~pril 199~ 22 Dcccmb<r 199~ 
Acllons 12 "luch 1993 21 Dcccmhcr I'I'J.1 17 "'·~ 199~ 19 April 199~ (I) 

IDA()) 12 "larch 1993 7 June I'J'J.I 17 "I" 199~ 17 Nu\·cmb<r 19'H 21 Decem~• 199~ 

IN.-\ I ! "larch 19')] 7 June 1'/Y.l 17 "Ia\ 199~ 17 Nu\'cm~r 199~ (2) 

ENERCiY 

G~s and clcclri..:•r~ 

Gu1dclincs 19 J'nu.al) 1'19..& :_7 \.pnl I '19.1 17 "1" 199~ I K "I•~ 19?~ 1tJ Jum· l(J')4i 

CoMCClcd measures 19 hnu•l) 199~ 27 \pn1 199~ 17 ,_ .. ~ 199~ I M "'"' IIJ'J~ 2'i June: 19'JS 

(I) Th< Counctl has ""P<ndrd di""""Jn of the "Actions" proposal p<ndmg agr<cm<nl on th< linan,·•al rogulalion 

, ~ 1 Clldngc of kgal h•'" rcsuhmg 111 Jdct10n of 1'1".-\ (.-\rto. k 2.1~ 111 pia<< of 129(•)) 

o1) Tit< ITN Fonan,·1.ol .\""lane< Rq;ulaloon J<>es no! apph I•• ID.\ 
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EP: 2nd n:adinc Councililllion 

IJ Jul~ 1995 n.a. 

pending Sprinc 1996 

pending n.a. 

13 June 1995 n.a 

20 Scpl<·n•~r 19'J5 n.a 

26 Octo~• 1995 Januan 1996 
26 Ollo~r 1995 no 

,. 4 • ... • 

Adoption 

II Scpumbcr 199~ 

mid-1996 

aod 9St bqinninc 
96 

? mid JMIIW}' 1996 

II October 199~ 

6 NO\-anbn 199S 

? Jan 96 
? Jan 96 



• Annex 2: EU FINANCING of TENS (MECU) 

.. 
• Field Type of 

assistance 

TRANSPORT Loans 

Guarantees 

Aids 

ENERGY Loans 

Guarantees 

Aids 

TELECOMM. Loans 

Guarantees 

Aids 

{I) TEN and TEN-related projects 
(2} Signed contracts 
(3) Appropriations conunitted 

Instrument 

EIB (I) (l) 

ElF (2) 

Structural Fund (I) (3) 

Cohesion Fund 

TEN heading 

(14 priority projects) 

EIB (I) (2) 

ElF C2) 

Structured Funds (1)(3) 

TEN heading 

EIB O> (2) 

ElF (4) 

Structural Funds (I> (3) 

TEN heading 

1993- 1995 
1994 

4 342 2 07S 

75 9 85.2 

884 0 115.0 

I 827.0 I 076.6 

38S 240(4) 

180 182.5 

I 077 304 

207.7 0 

675.7 87.8 

0 12 (4) 

3 787.8 506.6 

156.1 0 

294.7 0 

21 22 (4) 

TOTAL 

6 417 

161.1 

999.0 

2 963.6 

62S 

362.S 

1381 

207.7 

763.5 

12 

4 294.4 

1S6.1" 

294.7 

43 

(4) Proposals approved by the TEN Financial Assistance Conunittee at irs meetings on Ill. II and 12 Ocrober. 9 and 20 November 
last. 
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